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FORECAST
V CHuuulfBii. LlUooet, Soutb Tbomp* 
>  ̂coo reghms: Sunny witb oeeasioo* 
a l cloudy periods today and Tues­
day. little  change in tempera- 
 ̂ ture. Winds
HIGH AND M W
The. low and high temper* 
atures Monday at Kelowna, and 
XVntictan 20 and 40. Kamloops 15 
and 40. High and low Saturday at 
Kelowna 44 and 26 with .03 rain 
and snow. Sunday 3S and 28 trace 
Of rain and snow.
VoL 54 Price 5 Carts K dow na, British Cotanibia, Monday, D ecenber 3 0 ,1 9 5 7
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OTTAWA (CP)—Tenders for a 
stepped - up government ship­
building p r o g r a m  to provide 
winter work likely will be called 
in the first week of January, an 
official said today.
The immediate program calls 
lor the construction of six new’ 
vessels at a cost of $10,000,000 
and the conversion of two war­
time tank landing craft for carry­
ing cargo to Distant Early Warn­
ing line sites in the Arctic at a 
cost of $1,000,000.
Largest of the new craft will 
be two supply and buoy vessels, 
one for the west coast that will 
be fitted for search and rescue 
work, and one designed also for 
icebreaking that will be used on 
the Atlantic coast. Gulf of St 
Lawrrence and northern waters.
Two supply and buoy vessels 
will be built to replace ships now 
on duty in the Maritimes, and 
there will also be a St. Lawrence 
River lightship and a work vessel 
for use by the transport depart­
ment’s St. Lawrence ship chan­
nel division.
Officials said today it Is too 
early to tell where the vessels 
will be built. It is customaiy 
wherje shipyard facilities are 
available and costs comparable 
to have such vessels constructed 
in toe areas, where they will be 
operating.
However, Transport Minister 
Hees has stated that in allocat­
ing toe program, account will be 
taken of toe promptness with 
which various shipyards can start 
toe work, so a^^to assist winter 
unemployment. ^  '
PLOWMAN'S TOWERING TALE 
WINS LIARS CHAMPIONSHIP
BURLINGTON, Wis. (A P )— The towering tale of a 
plowman’s South DakotA odyssey was declared tlie lie of the 
land this year by the Burlin^on Liars Club. ' ,
Harry Berbgan of Mission, S.D., reaped the rewards of 
prevarication with his story of a farmer who showed that 
time is only a relative matter—except to a wife:
Berogan claimed;
“We have a farmer out here who has a field so long 
that he started out last spring with a tractor, plow and a 
drill, and was gone so long that his wife drew, three widow’s 
pension checks. She thought he had got plowed under.
“But he got back the other day. When he got to the 
other end of.Uie field, he traded his plow and drill for a 
combine and harvteted on the way home.”
Near
WELLINGTON, N.Z. (Reuters) 
.Sir Edmund Hillary’s New 
Zealand expedition covered an­
other 45 miles during the night 
in its drive toward the south pole 
and camped today about 150 
miles from its goal.
A message from New Zealand 
headquarters at Scott Base in toe 
Antarctic s^id the party’s ve­
hicles were making goo<i pro­
gress because of lighter loads.
The Mount Everest conqueror 
and his men were journeying in 
low temperatures at an 11,000- 
foot altitude. '
The message said there has 
been no radio contact with 
Dr. Vivian Fuchs, whose British 
party approaching the pole from
the opposite side of toe continent 
was las); reported 400 to 500 miles 
from its goal.
Meanwhile, four British air­
men'received a temporary set­
back today in their risky bid to 
make toe first transantarctic 
flight in a single-engined plane.
Sqdn. Ldr, John Lewis, 35, of 
the RAP radioed that his Otter 
plane had iced up, forcing his’re­
turn to toe advance base at South 
Ice.
While the Antarctic is crossed 
frequently by powerful, multi-en- 
g in ^  p*lanes, many difficulties 
are involved in making toe 
1,600-mile flight in lighter craft 
in view of the white continent’s 
tricky weather conditions.
TREBLE TROUBLE JUST AHEAD
Triple trouble is ahead for 
ibis twosome who defy three 
-.traffic regulations. 1. Riding 
double on a bicycle is not only 
illegal, but extremely danger­
ous, according to safety author­
ities. 2. Without a light in front 
of toe handlebars, a dark road 
'and -heavy traffic could mean 
serious injury—or worse. 3.
Sidewalks are definitely out-of- 
bounds; for cyclists.. To stress 
Safety to their friends, Lorraine 
Bishop a in d SteUa Lupton 
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250;
Homeless
COLOMBO,' Ceylon (CP>-^an- 
ada| too United States and Brit­
ain 'rushed aid by sea and air 
today to the flood victims of this 
tropical island, The subsiding 
waters have left 250 dead and 
350,000 homeless.
Escorted by two destroyers, the 
U.S, aircraft carrier Princeton
left Singapore early today carry- 
ing\170 tons of British food and 
medical supplies. The mercy con­
voy, due here' Wednesday, is 
carrying helicopters to ferry 
supiuics to isolated areas.
An RCAF transport plane left 
Montreal Sunday night carrying 
supplies of food, powdered milk
British Say U S. 
Wrecked Order
BONN, Germany (AP) — The 
TVest German defence ministry 
today denied British newspaper 
•peculation that United States 
pressure caused toe Bonn gov­
ernment to decide against buying 
Britain's latest rocket Jot. *
"A ministry spokesman said-toe 
Dlade, a  rocket-Jet SR177, had 
Dean turned down .because ltd*
Indonesia Drafts 
Dutch Experts
JAKARTA. Indonesia (A?) — 
. The Indonesian govemment-wos 
. 'empowered today to , conscript 
Butch technicians to 'rem ain in 
1  Indonesia to help keep toe coun­
try’s troubled economic system 
working.
manufacturers were unable to get 
toe ship to the German air force 
before 1961. “And that’s too late," 
ho added.
Word spread among the small 
colony of plane salesmen in Bonn, 
however, that "high-level" poUtl 
col c 0  n s i d e r  0 1 i 0 n s had 
outweighed all other factors in 
the German decision to reject 
too Saund^rs-;Roe Jet.
These sources said too decision 
was not based' on too plane’s 
technical proficiency.
Reports circulated in Bonn that 
too' chief contenders for the Ger­
man order now arc two Amer­
ican planes, the F-104 L/>ckhccd 
StarNghtcr and toe Grumman 
F-llM  Tiger, and too French 
Mystcro 3.
Tho German dedsion cost Biit- 
,sln a £10G»(X)0,0()0''ordcr and has 
j threatened 3,000 workers At tho 
Saunders-Roe factory witli uncm 
Iployment. - i
ALSO IN THE NEWS
CONVEK1B INCRimE
TORONTO (Cp)-Thh ChOrch 
of Jesus Chrfst of L«tt«^Day 
Saints has repotted a G4-per-cent 
increase In converts In Ontario 
and Quct)ce this year. More toon 
125 Mormon missionaries nttend- 
(ng a fotir^ay, confcrencco here 
listed 383 converia for 1037, com- 
ivsnid with 248 in 1038. The 
.church. WlUi headquarters In Salt 
Balm Clly. Utsh, claims 1,300,000 
members.
lONORlR riiEAS. K1I.TR R ia P
MONTREAL iCP) -  Fernand 
Ti^fnhlsy, 33, .shot h i m s e l f  
throuili tha right temple with a
Soviet Opens 
E ^ r O iif fa n  
Visa Loophole
BERLIN (AP) — The Soviet 
Union today opened a loophole 
for Western diplomats in toe new 
travel restrictions .T^uiring East 
German visas for civilians trav­
elling to and from isolated West 
Berlin.
An announcement Sunday by 
toe German puppet regime said 
that beginning Jan. T  civilian 
travellers must have East Ger­
man m.stead of Soviet visas to en­
ter toe Russian satellite. The rule 
threatened to touch off a crisis 
Russian relations with the
National Science Pjan 
Ufged fo r
INDIANAPOLIS (CP)—A . new 
and modernized national science 
policy was urged today by a 
United States government official 
amid administration claims ; that 
too much worry has be~en evident 
about toe U.S. lag behind Rus­
sia in scientific achievement.
The new policy should be com­
prehensive and aimed at winning 
“long-term results rather than
and medicines following an "ur­
gent request” for aid Jrom toe 
Ceylon government. -'
A-U.S. Navy.plane also took off 
from Manila with 5,000 pounds of 
supplies, mosUy medicines, a 
doctor, and three hospital corps- 
men.
CAPITAL STILL MENACED
The flood danger remained bnly 
_ j  toe capital of Colombo and Its 
suburbs, where the Kelani Riyer 
continued to rise above flood 
level. No rain was reported In 
other, parts of toe island Sunday; 
Most of the rice crop is re­
tr ie d  destroyed, anji some aroas 
lave suffered a total loss of their 
livestock.
In addition to the Princeton, 
which was diverted from train­
ing exercises pff tho Philippines, 
three ships of the British navy 
are speeding,toward Ceylon with 
aid. In Tokyo, the Japanese have 
scheduled a special meeting Jan.
to consider a Ceylonese request 
for supplies.
United States, Britain and France 
which refuse to have diplomatic 
relations with toe East German 
government on the ground that 
it was never elected 
A Russian spokesman today 
said the visa requirement would 
not apply to diplomats attached 
to Allied military missions in 
West Berlin who wished to travel 
on the main highway and rail link 
to West Germany. '
revolver Saturday aftcf roJeiHing 
pleas by fopr police officers and 
a Roman Catholic iwiest to come 
out Of a locked car . and sur­
render. The- cor, police mid, 
was 0 taxi stolcii in Val David, 
Qua. Tremblay, who had, a errm 
tnal record, was Identified by his 
fingerprints. '
leO-VB^R-OLD DIKB
TOr6 n t o  (CP)-M rs, Emma 
Eltrti Calow. whe> died here Firl- 
day at (he age of 100, was hurled 
loday, Mrs. Catow came to Can­
ada in a salting ship trorn E n f 




A local woman la still in Kcl 
ownn General Hospital as a re­
sult of a two-car collision at 
Ethel and Suthcrlond Friday,
' Conditiou of Mrs, Emma 
Schaad. 845 StockwCll Avo., .was 
said to be "good” this morning. 
According to Rw al Canodlon 
Mounted Police, she suffered s 
fractured arm, Cuts and bruises 
Her two young sons, sustoined 
minor Injuries but were released 
from hospltol after treatment ns 
outpatlcnn. .
I^Uce said too Schaad ear. 
driven by clty  ̂ employee Robert 
Schaad, husband of the Injured 
woman, was proceeding north on 
Ethel svhep It was in collision 




couver the penguins are being 
stuffed with their favorite deli­
cacies. In Portland the stately 
birds'are promised a salt-water 
bath..
There was some q u e s t i o n  
whether either method would 
help to save the survivors of 
depleting flock of Antarctic pen­
guins, stricken with a , fungus 
disease that has been the scourge 
of almost e v e r y  such bird 
brought from the south polar re­




GETTYSBURG, Pa. (AP) —A 
111,000,000,000 four-year program 
to bqlstcr education in toe United 
States was approved today by 
President Elsenhower, It con­
templates 10,000 federal scholar­
ships each Jrear and 50-50 match­
ing grants to states.
Education Secretary M a r i o n  
Folsom sold he feels tho program 
will receive n favorable recep­
tion when it goe.s to Congress for 
approval.
Folsom said toe federal pro­
gram would try to correct de­
ficiencies in' education "which it 
allowed to continue would seri­
ously weaken our national secur­
ity effort,” and Is on answer to 
Russia’s continuing buildup in the 
science field.
W OM AN MOTORIST 
IMPAIRED, FINED
A 24-ycar-old local woman 
driver—Helen Potapoff — this 
morning" was fined $100 and 
cost.s\nnd had her licence sus­
pended for three months, when 
she pleaded guilty in magls- 
trate'^s court to a charge of 
driving while her ability was 
impaired by alcohol.
Charge followed a two-car 
collision at Bernard oiid Vernon 
Rond shortly after,  midnight 
Saturday, in which damage was 
slight and nobody was hurt.
tomorrow’s miracles," said "Will­
iam D/Carey, chief of the labor 
and welfare division of the bu­
reau of budget, in cautioning 
against letting the government 
be swept by public and . political 
pressures into courses of jMlicy 
that are dramatic but unfruitful’ 
in meeting problems of education 
and expanded basic scientific re 
search. ^
In a paper prepared for today’ 
closing sessions of the American 
Association for the Advancement 
of Sdencce, Carey declared:
We need not only better wea 
pons and more technicians, more 
basic science and more serious 
students, but equally we need to 
think through a truly compre 
hensive public policy for the 
partnership of science with gov­
ernment.
We have still to develop in 
g o V e r n ment a comprehensive 
view of research and develop­
ment roughly similar to what we 
long ago devised in such areas of 
public policy as agriculture, land 
and resources, conservation, lâ  
bor and national defence.
‘Science in government con 
tinucs in this critical age to pros 
per as a sideline for separate and 
unrelated departmental missions; 
it is not seen ns a unity. , ," 
Carey said this doesn’t  moan 
that all research should be put 
into a single-purpose department, 
for .that would raise entirely dif­
ferent problems. But he called 
for a serious search for a na­
tional science policy mobilizing 
human nnd material resources to 
attain the goals.
Union Aims Strike 
At New Year Eye
NEW YORK (A P )— T̂hc Transport Workers U ni(^ went 
ahead with plans today for a vast strike at midnight New Ycar’f  
Eve that would paralyze New York City’s entire bus and subyvay 
systems. • '
At an overflow meeting Sunday, nearly 5,000 members of 
the union roared approval'of the walkout and barred any delay 
unless an acceptable wage agreement is reached before the 
deadline. «'
A strike by the TWU would 
virtually closb the city’s 228 miles 
of subway tubes as well as stop­
ping operation of all city-oper­
ated bus lines, eight private bus 
companies and another private 
bus line in suburban Westchester 
County.
A ticup would disrupt the trans­
portation pattern of the city’s 
8,000,000 residents and the thou­
sands of workers who converge 
daily on the metropolis from the 
suburbs.
The strike vote Sunday followed 
failure of negotiations between 
the autonomous transit authority 
and the ’TWU in an effort to re­
place their contract which 
pires at midnight ’Tuesday.
The union’s demands for a 65- 
cent-hourly increase in a one- 
year pact and the authority’s 
offer of 18 Cents an hour over a 
two-year period have left toe two 
sides far apart.
Present subway wages range 
from $1.79Vi an hour for porters 
to $2.37 for power maintainers.
Negotiations resume this after­
noon in the offices of city Labor 
Commissioner Harold A. Felix 
with settlement of the subway 
cdntract dispute, serving as the 
key issue. The outcome of toe 
subway pay talks probably will 
determine the wage pattern for 
8,200 TWU members employed on 
the private bus lines, which are 
negotiating independently with 
the TWU.
TWU President Michael Quill 
and other members of the union’s 
executive committee also face 
summonses in state supreme 
court to show cause why the 
union should not be enjoined from 
striking.
• Quill'  h a s : annatmccd''lid' ‘ iwlll 
defy any anti-strike injunction 
and go to Jail if necessaty.
The 52-year;old unionist told his 
cohorts Sunday:
"If we have to go to jail . , . 
we will go to jail.
There is enough leadership 
See UNION AIMS Page 8
CANCER V ia iM
MaJ.-Gen. Claire Chennault, 
famed organizer and loader of 
the U.S. "flying tigers" during 
World'War II, admitted that he 
is a victim of lung cancer. At a 
press conference, he said: “I 
am not licked yet, 1 am going 
to live.”
M alta Seeks Break 
W ith British Tie
VALLETTA, Malta (Reuters)-. 
Premier Dom Mintoff xeaffirmed 
today ;:WSL;,intê ^̂  ̂ plJbtcaWng; 
Maith/S ties with' Britain unless 
British authorities guarantee Jobs 
for the' workers of Malta’s Royal 
Navy dockyards, threatened by 
defence cuts,
Malta has been a British colony 
since Britain annexed it from 
'France in 1814.
Holiday Highway Toll 
Mounts To
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
An unusually low number of ac­
cidental deaths during toe week­
end brought Canada’s holiday 
traffic toll to 61.
But this was still eight more 
than the 53 traffic fatalities prer 
dieted by the Canadian Highway 
Safety Conference for the period 
from Christmas to New Year’s.
And with three days to go in 
the nine-day period there were 
indications of a higher holiday 
traffic toll than toe 80 recorded 
during nine days a year ago.
The 2%-day Christmas period 
had 42 traffic fatalities, seven 
more occurred Friday and an­
other 12 during the weekend.
Altogether 18 persons — about 
half the usual number—were kil­
led by accidents from A p.m," lo­
cal time Friday to midnight Sun­
day, a Canadian Press survey 
showed. '
Quebec had eight weekend 
deaths, six in traffic. : 
Ontario and New Brunswick 
had three fatalities each, traffio 
claiming one life in Now Bruns­
wick and two in Ontario. One of 
Alberta's two fatalities was in 
traffic, while British Columbia’s 
single d e a t h  occurred on toe 
highway.
No weekend fatalities were re­
ported i n . Saskatchewan, Mani­
toba, Nova Scotia, Prince Ed­
ward Island or Newfoundland,
Crews Battle W ild  
Oil W ell 4  Days
ST, ALBERT, Alta. (CP)—For 
tho fourth straight day crews 
continued to battlo an oil and gas 
well, blowing wild since Friday 
near this community 10 miles 
northwest of Edmonton. , They 




Sutheriand, and said by pollee 
to have b^n  driven by William 
Baran. 63, Kelowna.
Mr. Schaad also was shaken up 
by the Impact and required some 
medical treatfb^t. ttaran was 
(he only one In toe other - car, 
aCitordtnf to nelfet' Who Investi­
gated ton accident
■ . > \  \  .
LONDON (CP) -  A British 
newspaper says the emigration 
tide across too Atlantic has gone 
Into reverse.
The Sunday Dispatch says in n 
report from Hamilton, Onl., that 
hundreds of discouraged, weary 
Britonii who emigrated to Canada 
a few months ago are packing 
their bags nnd heading homo With 
one-way tickets."' , '<
Tho newspaper says the return­
ing Britons give unemployment 
and lack of security In Canada, as 
the reason for their decision.
"They sUU form only a small 
M|TMntago of the thousands who 
hocked westwards in tho isprink 
and summer. Bui the fact la that 
tba usual steady trickle of those
who cannot V take Conodlon life 
lias swelled to the biggest go- 
homo movumont since tho war,"
Canadian immigration officials 
In London said their experience 
is that about, three per cent of 
Britons cmlgCoUng to Conadn de- 
eldo to return to the United King- 
domi
"So far, wo have no Indication 
that tho number of 1037 returnees 
will exceed that figure," said n 
Canadian official.
More than 100,(lOO Britons emi 
grated to Canada In 1057, about 
double toe lOto, total of' 51,310. 
At the peak of the rush to Condda 
Inst March and April, prospective 
emigranis queued:'lit long lines 
outf ido Canadian immigration of-
flees.
"With toat volume of emigro 
tion, we would expect more than 
3,000 to return to Britain," said 
an Immigration s|X)kc8mnn,„."Wo 
understand' the actual numlwr 
who have returned is consider­
ably less than that." ;
llio  Sunday Dispatch says tho 
main cKodus- is from Southern 
Ontario and British Columbia 
which absorbed the largest num 
hers of emigrpnts.
The nuwspaper says travel 
ogentd In Hamilton report n< 
least aOO Britons heading home 
on single tickets and that (ravel 
agents in Windsor, Ont., rsUfnale 
a as-per-eent Increasa in  one-way 
bookings to BrUsin;
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Winter's blast returned today 
to many parts of Canada which 
md remained s n o w l e s s  and 
iialmy during Christmas week.
Snow wos falling today over 
Wide areas of Ontario dnd too 
Maritime^ and it was raining 
along tho coast of British Colum- 
9ln. , -
Tho temperature dropped to 50 
degrees below zero during the 
night nt Armstrong, Ont., and 
Brochot, Man.,' which shared the 
distinction' of being ,tho coldest 
spots in'Canoda.
Tho, cold snap stretched across 
Mnnitobo nnd Sa8katchowau,,wlth 
nn overnight low of 34 below rc’ 
corded at Saskatoon, 32 below at 
Prince Albert, Snsk,, nnd 27 be 
low In Winnipeg, ,
In Central Canada overnight 
temperatures ranged between 20 
and 30 nbovo zero. Snow began 
falling in Toronto end many 
southwestern Ontario centres this 
morning. '
A storm centre moving south 
east from (ho Gulf of Alaska was 
expected to bring gales and more 
freezing rain to constat regions 
Snow was expected by Tuesday.
Cloudy skies wiUt temperatures 
In (he mld-30s held during thp 
weekend In the Atlantic provinces 
toll cold air from l^orthern On-
tnrlo was expected to reoch Mar- 
itimes arcos by tonight lowering 
temperatures 10 degrees,
A severe srtow storm in tha 
Dakotas and Mlchigon moved 
into the lower Great Lakes today 
bringing flurries to most centres. 
Tcmpoiaturcs- were expected to 
remain bcloW freezing.
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . . AND LOW
VANCOUVER 
ARMSTRONG, Ont-
New Year Eve 
Frolics Varied 
For Americans
NB\V YORK (AP)-That extra- 
ordinary evening with Its strange 
mixture of gaiety, sentiment, nos­
talgia, tomfoolery, contempla­
tion, npisc, bedlam and rever­
ence is at bond again,
'ruesdoy night in Now Year’s 
Elve, and os 1037 Iwwcd toword 
the. exits,' Americanos made plans 
for the usual variety of ycor-^nd 
cclehratlons, ronging from frolio 
nnd \braying horns to sober rc< 
flccUon ond prayer,
Night clubs, taverns and hotel 
ballrooms strung up their br ight ' 
balloons and fcrinkly paper, put­
ting out tlicir liveliest shows and 
menus for the revellers. But their 
mimhiW m a y . ho reduced this 
year.
Prices In the United Stotes will: 
be obout the same as last* yea r,: 
averaging around 815 a person In' 
most titles tor dinner, doncing, 
paiwr hats and noisemoKcrs, with 
drinks extra, 8omo places wUl 
ctMrg* R iot mors.
V-: ./■ 'r/v'" r;"i
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Tourist Cash Registers
lO T T A W A  R E P O R T
, What is probably thc.grcatot manmade 
tourist attraction in the Pacific Northwest 
will next year be even mote attractive. Grand 
Coulee Dam will be floodbghtcd with colored 
l i^ ts . ,
The Wenatchee Daily World recently 
made the following comment, which, although 
ill a somewhat lesser degree, is as applicable 
to the Okanagan Valley north of the border 
as it is to  the Okanogan Valley south of the 
borwr:
“TTie big lights have been tested and arc 
ready 10 illuminate Grand Coulee Dam’s spec­
tacular waterfall starting next spring.
“Even with a bare spillway the bank of 
742 flood lights casting their brilliant illumi­
nation onto the huge concrete face was a 
sight to  see.
“When the Columbia is tumbling over 
the big incline— a third of a mile wide and 
33 stories high— the lighting ought to be one 
of the nation’s greatest tourist attractions.
. “The illumination is intended to induce
tourists to stay overn i^ t at the dam and 
thereby to keep them in the state a day or 
more longer, to make cash registers ring more 
often.
‘There should be. Uttlc question that 
such a goal will be reached, if tourists know 
about the spectacle.
Next spring and summer's advertise­
ments and publicity’in national i magazin^ 
ore now being prepared by the state. It is 
important that this feature of the state’s many 
attractions not be overlooked.
“We have long felt that state advertising 
and publicity should stress the ^ant waterfal 
at Gtan(i Coulee Dam rather thari the dam 
itself. Not everyone is interested in an en- 
. gincering achievement; but for sure cyery 
U-avellcr is drawn to plun^ng water.
Now with the boiling, foaming mass 
to be presented in a constantly changing set 
of colors the lure of stopping at Grand Cou­
lee has even more attraction.
“Let’s tell'the world about it.
Paying Pensions
Two Liberal senators have recently talk­
ed more sense about old-age pensions than 
the House of Commons usually dares to talk.
: The oppposition leader in the Senate, 
W . Ross Macdonald, and Senator Thomas 
Reid, of British Columbia, rightly observe 
that the whole pension system rests on the 
flimicst kind of financial foundation. In an 
actuarial sense it has no foundation at all.
, Theoretically the nation’s huge pension 
bill is supposed to be financed by special taxi 
es of 2 -per cent on personal income, on cor- . 
porations and on merchandise sales. The 
money thus raised goes into a separate pen­
sion fund.  ̂ ;
But the fund is frequently in deficit. It 
was barely largefenough to provide the $40  
pension prevailing, early this year. It will fall 
short of providing the new pension of $55 a 
month, especially at a time when the yield 
from taxes is tending to fall.
This does not mean, of course, that the
pension bill cannot be met, that aity pen­
sioner will fail to get the monthly cheque. A ll 
the deficits of the pension fund are made up 
from the Government. The whole scheme is 
underwritten by the long purse of the state'.
■ ' The state, however, does not know and 
cannot know exactly what bill it will have to  
foot a few years ahead. That will depend on  
the growtii and age. of our population as af­
fected by immigration of an unknown volume.
If those figures can be guessed approxi­
mately, the state does not know in advance 
how fhe bill is to be paidfor that will depend 
upon the general level of fedeiral revenues 
and that depends, in turn, on changing tax 
rates and changing yields as business fluctu­
ates.
It will be much better, as Senators Mac- 
. donald and Reid say, if the whole pension
system were made to stand actumially on its 
own feet-r if, in short, we systematically set 
aside enough money every year to cover a 
pension costs. .
The best way to do this, the senators 
say, is to let,every citizen contribute enough 
money annually, during his working life, to 
provide the pension he will'receive op retire­
ment. In other words, thd senators would put 
the national pension scheme on the ^ame 
sound basis as the private schemes prevailing 










A  Peep In to 'T h e re'
By HAROLD MORRISON 
Canadian Press Stiff Writer
LONDON (CP)—Imagine a fac­
tory so cjmpletely mechanized
. . 1- -.u hto I and automated that no human la-together with his employer, would buy his L ^ ^  required.
pension through monthly instalments. imagine a machine that could
This would be sound in finance, .and|].e(.q^2e a • man’s handwriting
even sounder in politics. For at present, as and the sound of hit voice and
Senator Reid says, the whole pension struc- turn them “.both Into printed
cheque a mere machine process.
But Britain is not stopping 
there. In government laboratories 
attempts are being made so to 
harness the giant computers that 
do more and more factory oper­
ations, releasing human labor. 
Scientists feel certain that much 
will be accomplished in this.field, 
eventually reducing manufactur­
ing costs
And they'-think it is not too fqn-
Scene If) Passing
BY “W AYFARER”
According to the pundits we 1 clerks purveying the beverage in 
seem to be engaged in a frantic I a joyi^, friendly _ mo(^ engen- 
effort that could be described as 
"Catching Up With Russia.” .The
. . - I words 1 .ww —
ture is continually at the mercy of ̂ politic^ gu^h ^projects sound fantastic |tasuc to beUeve that electronic I it.
manoeuvre. “All A e present system is doing,” and yet Britain is convinced w a y s ------
savs Senator Reid, “is causing one political can be fwnd to make the neces- 
■L . W.I Uary electromc devices. Either by
party to bid agamst another public subsidy or by private in-
No one can deny that. The old-age pen-1 ̂ ustry, a massive army of scien- 
sion was the chief political football of the last tific brainpower has been organ- 
election.^ The C onsem tives outbid the a^°nt^^fT i?ustrid"Sea^  
erals and made a good thmg of it politically, Canada, the Gordon eco- 
There willTie nothing to prevent the Liberals, homic commission found during
some other time, outbidding the C onserva-1956 hearings that Canadian in-
. . , • j  __dustry s mam weakness was in a
. tives. And in Canaeja t(may there are enou^hg|,]^ of time and effort spent in
old-age pensioners, influenced by this bidding, basic research and development, 
to swing any election. many cases where an i n d ^
Most l io p le  «!U agree that the o ld - a g e fe  “ £ " 1 h e ’’"reX aJS  
pension should be as large as we can afford ̂ 35  ^one bv the parent com- 
to make it but that decision should' not be pany. This didn’t allow Canadian 
made at the poker g im e ot aa elecUon w ift e j^ e e r e  
no regard to anything but votes. It should be Ujey transferred to the nafent or- 
made in relation to our ability to finance the ganization. Canada’s effort in this 
• . field appeared to be concentrated
• . . .   ̂ rtf maihlv in the National Research
By a contributory method, in place bt [council and various other govem-
the present ramshackle fiction, we would jment bodies, 
make sure that the necessary money was con- But here in Britain industryt  J /  , . and government link hands to put
stantly set aside for future use. j every available ounce of'energy
into the scientific field. One corn-
machines can be made to replace 
the stenographer and secretary, 
having a machine "recognize" 
handwriting and s p e e c h  bnd 
transfer them on an automatic 
typewriter to' the printed page.
Government scientists are in 
the midst of initial effort bn these 
and other projects. The chances 
of success may be slim, but if a 
way can be found,, it appears 
likely British scientists will find
By PATRICK NICHOLSON 
(^ e ia tly  Writteo fw ,
The Kelowna Daily CesMer)
OTTAWA; It was rewarding 
and sentimental to listen to the 
sincere and excited young v(4ce|, 
during the Christmas concert nt 
my chlldton’s school, as they 
sang: “It's beginning to .look a 
lot like Christmas." But can chU- 
dren have any idea of the cost 
to modem parents-r-in blood, 
sweat, toil and tears ahd dollars 
■to create that impression of 
Christmas; and to organize the 
arrival of Santa Onus?
It shovdd be a required course 
ih husbandhood for every father 
to go through the frustrations and 
delays and eye-opei^s of Christ­
mas shopping. Then we men 
would all reaUze what our wives 
achieve, not just this once, but 
for fifty-two weeks in every year.
For our wives have to face 
many hazards in shopping, of 
which men are apt to be unaware,.
The folowing are some of the 
experiences which s ^ r is h d  or 
frustrated me as I ventured into 
this unaccustomed field;
One dollar bill is about as pot­
ent as a “shin-plaster" used to 
be.
Children’s articles of clothing 
range unpredictably from two 
sizes too Small to three sizes too 
large for the' dimensions appro­
priate to the size marked pn the 
label.
A sales clerk told me: ‘"That 
article is only sold in black or degrees, 
white this year; nobody wants to 
buy It colored now.” Then too 
late I saw it In the store next 
door colored red or blue or green.
Many stores for their own con­
venience mark prices in promin­
ent position^on articles, either 
in indelible 'black* greasy pencil, 
or else on price tags affbeed with 
irremovable gucky adhesive.
A stoke has had a certain every­
day article, actually a-pocket 
comb in a case, con sale for a 
long time at 50 cents. It was mov­
ed to a special “Christmas gift 
department” and marked up to 
$1..
Articles are sometimes deliver­
ed to the purchaser in the.pack- 
flge just as they arrive from the 
manufacturer, without being 
Qbecked. They frequently arrive 
damaged, which inevitably leads 
to bad feelings on both sides.
AN OLD SATING 
’There used to be a' merchand­
ising slogan that “ The customer 
is always (right.” But in many 
stores today, the customer 
treated merely as a convenience, 
who can be disregarded, despised 
and dragooned, albeit the. custo­
mer is the convenience who oils 
the wheels of business. ,The good
the experience of being debauch­
ed U.S.-style with government 
bOnedlcUon?
Health Mlitister Monteith ah- 
cqpts the responsibility for pre­
venting irresponsible commer- 
clallim poisoning our stomachs. 
Can CBC Minister George Now- 
Ian not do the same for our 
minds?
The fault of course, as In so 
many facets of our dally lives,' 
lies with us,, the docile public, 
who fall to exercise our demo­
cratic rights, . ^
So I wUl enter 1958 with a 
heightened admiration for all 
our wives; and I understand bet­
ter what they have to achieve 
to bring home the bacon and to 
wing 'u p  our children. , ■ .
10 YEARS AGO ^  
Deoemher. 1047
Christmas Day. 1947 was second 
mildest sirtce the turn of the ,«n* 
tury. According to figures r e l e a ^  
by Dave Chapman, local meteoraF 
ogist, the maximum temperature 
December, j!5 was 47 d e g ^ s  and 
on Christmas Day 1929 it was 28.
Pedei^trians/who use/the road­
way instead of the sidewalks came 
n for'a bit of critici«m from Po- 
: Ice Magistrate Henry AngTe, when 
he fined a man and suspended his 
driver’s license on a charge of 
dangerous driving. The case arose 
from an accident on Chrisimaf 
Eve. A woman and three children 
were walking on the right side of 
Richter S t and the car was going 
in the same directioh. There is 8 
sidewalk on the east side of Rich­
ter St.
stores of course know better than 
dered by .the sentiments on the ^ s .
rpm ^ column
V " " . P  . ............  . . ..................... ........
New Year’s Birth ■
That heading does not properly 
Indicate what is in this column. 
I t might better have read "Birth 
a t New Year’s.” The column is 
not about the birth of the New 
Year but it is about a birth that 
happened a long time ago on New 
Year’s Day; long ago as 1776.
 ̂ Few Canadians who will spend 
New Year’s ?958 on genial cele­
bration will pause to remember 
—if they ever knew—that Canada 
was bom on New Year’s Day one 
hundred and cighty-two years ago,
. and that it happened in a mean 
Quebec street 
Confederation^ of July 1, 1967 
was marked with appropnatc 
ceremony and eloquent speeches 
but it was actually an anticlimax 
to  Canada’s real birthday which 
had happened nlncty-qnc years 
earlier.
Not p soul heard the infant 
' witimper of a new nation on that 
stormy morning, the first day of 
1776. Everybody was too busy and 
prpobably too scared; - 
The ragged,' shivering army of 
the American Continental Con­
gress was camped on' thh Plaint 
of Abraham, whore Wolfo had 
died, victorious, and Montcalni, 
defeated, had fallen, only /16 
' years before* Tho army’s com- 
, mander was young general Mont- 
who had promised 
1 dinner in Q 
hco o r lh  hell.” Ho had faUed
S a t in y  Christmas
hte Utoetable because the 500 
British In the Quebec garrison 
had Mfused to surrender and the 
French Canadlan.s, for some curl 
OUi and wrong-headed reason, 
simwed.nd desire to be liberated 
frodt Britain by the American 
Revolutionists. „  ■ .
MMtgomery ato his Now Year s 
dinner, outside the town’s 
Vralis. It 'was his last on ̂  earth. 
'Within the waits was a  cOld Eng­
lish genOcman of the old school, 
Sir Guy Carglton, who had sll|>- 
ped past the American sentries 
•nd seached Qoebbe from M ^- 
treat itogulsed as a French habi­
tant. A i^ tterelton heard In the 
A n d e a n  guns the announcement 
that the hour of Ws dcsllny-and 
tin p d h ’a-^bad come. ; - ^
> It the Americans could take 
Qnehec ‘that night British power 
utohld he driven from its last 
4n North America. 
The newly-mnqucred I colwlor of 
tlfMfaen woidd douhUesi become
the 14th state of the new Union. 
The chance of a Canadian nation, 
whether Carelton knew it or not, 
was to be settled before dawn.
About four, o’clock the signal 
fires of Benedict Arnold’s tiny 
force of 600 Americans glowed 
to the nortii of Quebec, on the 
shore of the St, Charles River. 
Two green rockets answered over 
the black rock of Cape Diamond. 
Montgomery and 500 men crept 
along the narrow troll between 
the rpek and the St. Lawrence, 
hoping to join Arnold in the lower 
town, climb the heights and cap­
ture the citadel.
Fifty British and Canadians 
manning a barricade at Pres-de- 
VlUe saw the fl)rst Vogue figures 
of Montgomery’̂  column, but held 
their fire. "Como on, brave 
lads,” Montgomery cried, "Que­
bec is ours r ’ He charged forward 
and four little Canadian guns spat 
out a welcome of grapeshot. *010 
foremost Americans foil to the 
/mow; the remainder fled.
Oh the north of the towwn, Arn­
old ' advanced- according to plan, 
reached the barricade at Sault- 
au-Matclot and fell with a bullet 
through his leg. His men rushed 
the biarrlcado but found them­
selves trapped In a narrow street 
which soon became a shambles. 
A few hundred .men in that nar­
row street unwittingly fought one 
ol the world’s decisive battles.
After two hours of Confusion 
and carnage Iho Americana were 
Anally forced to surrender. Carol- 
ton gave them warm quarters, 
a gcM breakfast and a lecture 
on the tolly of Interfering in a 
neighbor's business. Scorch por- 
tloa gathered in American wound 
cd and dead.
Thirty feet from the Prcs-dc- 
VUlo barricade they found thir­
teen rounded humps 0! snow 
■ From thorn protruded a frozen 
hand. It was the hand of Mont­
gomery. Ho was burled with fuU 
military honors near the historic 
St. Louis Gate
From Quebec to Yorktown red ­
ed the American Itcvolutlpn 
which had been intended to pro-3UC0 one nation. In fact, it pro- 
uced two and Canada was the 
second; Like the United States, 
Cartada had a long way to go 
from Quebec in 1776 to Mow 
'Teat’s Day, 1958, but a t least 
Ite < curious march haa never 
pauscti tor 183 yeaCa.
That Is something to remember
as a nation still young but grow- pany. showing the Canadian trade 
ing in stature begins another mission throueh its plants, said 
year’s adventure. that of its total 50,060 employees,
some lO.OpO did nothing ’but re­
search
Britain earns over $12,000,000,- 
000 a year from the export of 
goods and services,” says the 
’s advisory council on 
policy. “A.ny exoanslon 
of the economy and any Increase 
in our standard of living will 'de­
pend largely on the development 
of new orocesses end neW prod­
ucts which we can sell in ovc: 
seas markets.” '
All told, British Industry and 
government employ about 200.000 
persons on research and develop- 
Plans to cs-lment and lay out n total of about




trouble with the whole ide^ -is 
that in so doing we are slowly 
but surely sublimating many 
worthwhile things in our desper­
ate scientific urge to catch up to, 
and pass, Kruschev. and Co.
With a new year dawning on our 
shrunken world it might be a 
good time to look at. a few things 
not at all related to outer space 
maneuvers. For instance tiiere 
are so many facets of life where­
in we feel that Russia may be 
required to catch up with us rath­
er than the reverse. We are told 
that Russia excells in academic 
training of the youhg. This we 
doubt except insofar as techno­
logical tuition is concerned. And 
let us not forget that technologi­
cal tuition, however advanced, in 
itself cannot develop a scholar 
in the arts of humanitarian 
sciences. It will not develop minds 
with a broad and understanding 
approach to human welfare. It 
stiAes the ahalytical approach to 
a problem except to its’ own re-' 
stricted field of operation. Yes, 
and Russia has a great deal of 
catching up to do in the realm 
of regard tor human dignity. So 
let us not lose our perspective in 
this business of “Catching Up 
With Russia J"
carton. Since In effect, our legis­
lators sell these products to'us, 
make a very handsome proAt 
thereby, and brook no competi­
tion while doing so, it seems to 
us that this puritanical approach 
is a little bit like smoking behuid 
the barn.
20 YEARS AGO 
Deceaiber, 1937
Mayor 0. L. Jones and Aldetw 
men McKay, J . Pettigrew and J. 
H. Harris are non-cbmmlttel con» 
cerning their standing for re- 
election for another' year. “We 
haven’t really given the subtect 
much consideration” , they saifl..
30 YEARS AGO 
December, 1927
The Central Relief 4\ind dis­
tributed some 30 hampers of the 
necessary meat and staple food 
stuffs, as well as a quantity of 
seasonable articles -and toys for 
children, amongst needy families 
of the city.
TORONTO (CP)
tablish a Canada'House in New | $1,000,000,000' a year for this pur 
York appear to be jinxed. pose *
The third attemnt appears to Research goes on to govern 
be foundering.The first two meat laboratories, In universities, 
abortive efforts were made in and in a large group of laborator- 
1938 and 1942, ies sunported by various trade as
This month the Canadian gov- sociationg and, by the-Industrial 
ernment announced it has can-comnanlcs themsolvcs. 
celled plans to locate government This work has paid off in many 
offices in a 28-storey, $10,000,000 ways. It has kept its sclentiAc 
building now hearing completion brainpower at home, providing It 
in downtown Manhattan. with challenging uyoblcms. It has
ORIGINAL SPONSOR enabled Britain to overco^fno nU
The original sponsor of this clear problomi, to harness the 
latest attempt was Ray* Lawson, atom effectively for commercial 
former vconsulrgencral to New power. It has provided her with 
York and former licutc'nant-gov- sonie of the best electrical brain 
ernor of Ontario, and a group of —i«>ehlnes In the wprld.
“  ■• • • COSTS
Tl'.oso big clocttonic computers 
h a v e  ifompletflly mechanized 
huge payroll offices, making the 
whole process of computing a 
man’s hours of work, his pay 
rates and the issuance of his
Canadian businessmen.
' Mr. Lawson said members of 
the previous Liberal government 
had been enthusiastic over the 
nroject and had approved the 
idea of Canafla House and the 
site.
Jules I,egcr, deputv external 
affairs minister, said the govern­
ment cancelled plans to occupy 
fdur storeys because of an Im­
portant change in the Canadian 
aspect of the project, both in fi­
nancing and occupancy.
EYE ON JOURNALISTS
BERLIN (AP) — The Soviet 
Union, Red China and other Com­
munist countries have signed an 
agreement to fight anti-lO'fimlin 
tendencies ^mong their jpurnal- 
Ists. The official Communist East 
German agency ADN said Friday 
the agreement was signed in East 
Berlin recently after a conference 
between JonrnallsUc associations 
of the -various countries.
DENIES PLOT aiARQE
BEIRUT, Ubanon (AP) — 
former Egyptian interior minister 
Friday denied charges by PresI 
dent Nasser of Egypt that he plot 
ted to deooso Nasser. Ahmed 
Mortada El Maraghi. who now 
lives In Belmt, made the dental 
in a stateinant to «io press.. Ho 
challenged N ailer to produco
proof-
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Recent newspaper headline 
"Lions Rote 49ers Tittle Set For 
Sun.” Does it make sense? No it 
does'ntt At least it does’nt unless 
you arc a football fan, t and then 
it might. It Is sportswritet talk 
plus a bit of abbreviation. Trans­
lated it means that Tobin Rote, a 
football player who toils for the 
Detroit “Lions" team, and Y. A. 
Tittle, who docs the sni^e for the 
San Francisco “Forty Nlners,” 
arc both reported In fine fettle 
for a game to bj6 played Sunday 
In the same issue of tho same 
paper, bn tho same page tor that 
matter, wc note: "Ted the Spltter 
Tops 16 Years o f‘Slugging,” In 
other than ^ r t  slanguage, this 
means that Ted Williams, who is 
a well known baseball player has 
acquired the highest batting aver­
age of any big league player 
since 1941. All of It a little bit 
confusing to tho uninitiated and 
strongly reminiscent of the theat­
rical publication "Variety” which 
is, to use it’s bwp description of 
itself, tho “Sho Biz Magi”
There are times when we won 
der if we hav.;n’t over-mechanized 
ourselves a little. Take auto­
matic turning signals for instance. 
Time was, while driving our auto­
mobile, when we were going to 
make a turn we cranked down 
the window, thrust out an arm to 
signify our intention, and shortly 
thereafter proceeded ,to make 
th«t turn.
Today we press a button or 
work a lever and lights start 
Bashing to indicate to all and 
sundry and whom it may con­
cern that we are shortly going to 
turn. The trouble is,' especially 
if you are in a following vehicle, 
you seldom know where the lights 
are going to appear! Some arc 
down low, some are up high, and 
some are in the middle! Some 
stick out from the side, some are 
on the roof, and some are on the 
trunk and feature a sort of ner­
vous arrow! And that is not all 
by any means. A few days ago 
wo followed a milk truck, down 
Bernard Ave. The driver Bashed 
his light for a left turn but passed 
the intersection without turning, 
and the next, and the next, and 
the next—and finally ended up 
by making a RIGHT turn off Ber­
nard! Wc are quite sure that had 
this been to tho days before the 
mechanical' wonder of turning 
signals. It Is not likely our man 
would have held his arm out that 
long and then turned In the op­
posite direction I
There is an even more sinister 
trend in commercialism, which 
happens all the year but which 
like shopping, is apt to be noticed 
by lather only at Christmas. This 
is the debasement of our child­
hood haroes and heroines, as thg 
profit motive invades our own 
firesides.
DELINQUENT FAIRIES
“Snow White and the Seven 
Dwarfs” has for generations been 
a pleasant fairy tale with an in­
structive moral. But as rewrit­
ten for filming, the story would 
give any hardened girnman a 
screaming nightmare.
Nature stories used to contain 
a unique charm and innocent 
whimsy, which made gay child­
like "Peters’; out of every rab­
bit. But so-called entertalnmeht 
today presents nature as being 
exclusively raw, and evil enougl), 
to make sunlit noon as awesome 
as the dark of the moon.
Romance has bepome subllmin-' 
al moral corruption; and simple 
excitement must now be replaced 
by terror and, destruction.
Is there a conspiracy to con­
vert oufc children into delinquents 
and ourselves into homicidal sex- 
fiends? Are there no wholesome 
adventure stories, iwhich, -could 
be filmed* in our Western beauty 
spots and presented on our TV 
screens? Must we pay the pres­
ent heavy tribute to the CBC for
40YEARSAGO 
December, 1917
The city council decided as a 
measure of economy to cancel 
the municloal meeting usually 
held annually and in lieu to pub* 
lish reports of the various de* 
partments, prepared by the alder* 
men In charge of them. The in* 
ovation was suggested by Mayor 
Sutherland who estimated that 
a saving of $35 would be mads 
by not holding the public meet* 
ing. ^
'  .10 YEARS AGO .
December. 1907
A change has been made in 
arrangements in regard to hirii 
school work here. Miss E. Mc- 
Naughton, M.A., will be in charge 
of the high school. Principal His* 
Up will continue In charge of the 
Dublic school, taking a division 
himself, and he will be assisted 
bv Miss Me.ssenger, second dlvi* 
slop, Miss Morrison third jjlvi* 
sioti, and Miss G. Hunter, fourth 
division. I __ .
B IB L E  T H O U G H T
God Is faithful, who wUI not 
suffer you ,,to^be tempted above 
that ye are able. I Cor. 10.
Wc have great unused power. 
Faith confirms our possession of 
power. It is idle to ask for more 
strength if we do not use what 
we have,
Gone this year from tho Christ­
mas scene and the shelves ,of tho 
vendors were the holiday printed 
beer cartons of other years. They 
were removed hy govetnment 
edict, gomcone decided It was not 
fitting. Perhaps tho Social Credit 
dignity is such thafi î  could not 
bear up under the thought of
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K E E P  I N  T R I M
Conviviality Calories Coynt 
Heavy At This Time Of Year
By n>A JTEAN KAIN
Tbis is the traditional season 
for g a th c ^ g  round the open 
hearth with old friends to drink 
toast lor auld lang syne and 
welcome in the New Year. Just 
possibly you'd like to know the 
calorie score on egg nog and 
other spirited beverages. If not, 
just toss this in the flames m  you 
throw another log on the lire.
fore has this choice — a cocktail 
or dessert . . . qot both.
t t
\
HITHER A N D  YO N
FORNEER KELOWNA RESI­
DENT . . .  Miss Dorothy Bowsher 
who now resides in iVictotia, is 
spending the holidays Iwre. guest 
of Mr. and Mrs. Rex laipton.
CHRISTMAS WITH PARENTS 
. . .  Miss Ingrid KarthaLs of Va;^ 
couver spent Christnias vdth Jict 
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Albert 
Karthals, Cawston Ave.'
FROM PRINCE GEORGE . , 
Mr. and Mrs. D. Halt and daugh­
ter Dawne of Prince George are 
spending the holidays with Mr. 






Sis®; Toss a w 6
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ih iu U e S if
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Victor^}/
An easy way to remember the 
jcalories is to figure that one 
ounce of 100 proof liquor furnishes 
100 calories; and one ounce of 8f 
proof liquor furnishes 86 calories. 
The calorie count of mixed drinks 
varies with the ingredients. An 
egg nog contains 250 calories for 
four ounces; a Manhattan, 160 
calories; da^ Martini. 135; the 
count on cordials, 1 ounce, varies 
from 75 to 110. Beer, 12 ounce 
bottle, furnishes 150 calorics.
MR. AND 




LONDON. .Ont (CP)—Mr. and. 
Mys. Frd'Wells, who celebratedf 
their diamond wedding anniver­
s a ry '\rith a family party, have 
six children, 14 grandchildren 
and 11 great-grandchildren.
READY SALAD
SHERINGHAM, England (CP) 
—A brussels sprout plant with a 
savoy cabbage a t'the  top of the 
stalk is growing in the garden of 




To get the picture of the way 
I alcohol burns inwardly . . . 
recollect the lovely light the alco­
hol makes all aglow on the plum 
pudding. This is a perfect analogy 
of the way alcohol beverages? de; 
liver calorics — with high in­
tensity.
tm
M ID S E A S O N  T O P P E R
MMfTMiMca. M O O .
Calories i»t j«9
SAT., DEC. 28. 1957 THE DAILY COURIER
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'iff the New Ydar celebrations 
their son and daughter-in-law. 
iHr. and Mrs. Ronald Trites of 
Spokane, Wash.
VISITING FAhHLY . . .  Mr. 
and Mrs. E. Bredin of Vancouver 
are v isiti^  vanous members of 
the family while hoUdying in 
Kelowna.
MR. AND MRS. J . L. GORDON 
. . had as their guests Mrs. 
Gordon's brother and siirter-ln- 
law, Mr. and Mrs. J . B. Panthq 
of Cold Lake. Alta., who spent a 
few days'in Kelowna this week.
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Bom a t the Kelowna General 
Hospital:
WEIBE: Bom to Mr. and Mrs. 
John Weibe, Kelowna, December 
21. a daughter.
ROSHINSKY: Bom to Mr. and 
Mrs. E. F. Roshinsky, Rutland, 
bn December 23, a daughter.
ULMER; Bom to Mr. and Mrs. 
W. R. Ulmer, Kelowna, December 
24, a daughter.,
HARDY: Bom to Mr. and Mrs 
K. J . Hardy, RR3, Kelowna, on 
December 24. a son.
MILLS: Born to Mr. and Mrs. 
E. A. Mills. Kamloops, on Dec­
ember 26, a son.
YOUNG: Born to Mf. and Mrs, 
J. B. Young, Kelowna, on Decem­
ber 26, a daughter.
BEATON: Born to Mr. and 
Mrs. M. M. Beaton, Kelowna, on 
December 27, a daughter.
BULATOVICH: Born to Mr. 
and Mrs. P. M. Bulatovich, Kel­
owna, on December 27, a daugh 
ter.
SELZLER: Born to Mr. and 
Mrs. B. A. Selzlcr, Rutland, on 
December 27, a son.
BONIFACE: Born to Mr. and 
Mrs. E. Boniface, Kelowna, on 
December 228, a daughter.
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H A N D Y  H E L P E R S
To Jr. High Crowd's Questions 







If you have a little Christmas 
check ttiat Is burning a hole in 
your pocket, here is an elegant 
mid-season coat that will give 
a  new lift to the cold months 
that arc sUU to come. It is
impeccabb’ t a i l o r e d  in a 
creamy beige velours in a 
double breasted cut with slit 
pockets and push-up sleeves 
worn lip or at the wrist. For 
opulenece there is a wide, re­
movable nutria collar.
L E T 'S  E A T
I • -
New Gourmet Foods From Far 
Lands Found In Specialty Shops
THE vast ballroom in the 
Sheraton Astor, in New York 
City, was jammed with a display 
of more than 5,000 fancy foods 
and confections gathered from 
the far places of the world—a 
preview of the finest native spe- 
dalty  foods from many lands 
UNUSUAL FOODS 
This was a food show for retail 
buyers, who came from all over 
the U.S., to secure unusual foods 
and delicacies for their shops in 
time for holiday gifts and enter­
taining.
‘"These displays sparkle like 
a Christmas tree", remarked the 
Chef. VLook at these fine bis­
cuits find cheese delicacies from 
Holland. Madame.
“ Down the aisle I sec a line of 
gourmet soups, also meat and 
fish delicacies. We niust also 
taste the cocktail tidbits and new 
canape specials over tjiere. See 
thosj;^ marvelous petits, fours from 
TYance and the wonderful cand­
les! The packages are as gorge­
ous as their contents."
HERBS AND SPICES 
"Here's a line of new herbs and 
splccs. Chef." I said. "Any home­
maker would appreciate a col­
lection as n Christmas gift.
"There's powdered mu.shroom 
BCbsoning. horseradish powder, 
flaked chives, powdered orange 
peel and powdered bay leaf. 
What a help to good seasoning 
ihesG will be!"
"The best of it nil is. Madame, 
that these thousands of new items 
shown here will be available In 





Popped Idaho Potatoes 
Coleslaw Mimosa 
.Maple Pumpkin Pie 
Coffee or Tea Milk
All •measurements arc level;
Alcohol'and food ̂ h a v e  quite 
j differently — physiologically too. 
With food, what you burn is deter­
mined by activity. Not so with 
alcohol . . .  you burn it off at a 
steady rate of seven calories per 
gram. There is no control over 
[the burning, so to speak.
The paradox of alcohol is that 
I they cadnot be stored as fat, but 
can add to poundage none the 
less. It might seem that since 
alcohol calories cannot be stored, 
they could make no fat. But the 
catch is that while alcohol cal­
ories are burned, the food calor­
ics which would otherwise have 
been used to furnish energy are 
I spared, so they are stored as fat.
Of course it's well to know that 
I a before dinner cocktail stimu- 
and calorie
recipes proportioned to serve 
4 to 6
Popped Potatoes: .Allow one 
Popped Potatoes: Allow one., ,
medium-sized Idaho potato for , ohanHnnoH
each person. Scrub and all B ^ ^ u s t  to J S d
over with butter or margarine.
Bake 1 hr. in a hot over, 400 de- straight, it s die total calorie 
grees F., or until the potato pulp ff'at counts. V ^e^lcohohc
^ P ld sw h en p re ssed .I^ n o tp rick  J>cvfages plus f o ^  boosts the
with a fork ^°^al calories beyond one s energy
cut a Maltese cross on the requirements, the result is added 
long side of each potato. Then, "'eight, 
holding the potato with a cloth. On the calorie score, alcohol, 
press up the pulp so that it opens counts the same as food — but 
the cross and exposes the fluffy there the similarity ends. Alcohol 
potato pulp. completely devoid of the essen-
Dust with salt and pepper, sea-' tial nutrients such as protein 
soned salt, garlic salt, dill salt, vitamins and minerals. In short, 
1 tsp. minced chives, parsley, or alcohol cannot be used safely in 
fresh dill. Place a ^  piece of | place of food. The dieter there- 
butter in each potato or pass 
dairy sour cream. Serve at once.
The potato skins will be tender 
enough to cat.
Maple Pumpkin Pie: Line a
deep 9-in. pie plate with flaky 
pic pastry. Build up and flute 
the edges. Dust the pie pastry 
with 1 tsp. fine dry bread crumbs.
Lightly press In.
Make the filling as follows:
Combine 2 c. canned or sieved 
pumpkin, ^  c. light brown sugar,
>/j c, maple syrup, Va tsp. salt and 
tsp. each cinnamon and pow­
dered ginger. Add 2 slightly beat­
en eggs and V/i c. milk.
Pour Into the crust-lined plate.
Dust top with a little shredded 
coconut or few chopped nutrncats.
Bake 10 min. in a hot oven,
425 degrees F.. then reduce the 
heat to 350 degrees F. and bake 
35 min. longer. Serve warm or 
cold.
TRICK OF THE CHEF
To make Coleslaw Mimosa, toss 
shredded cabbage with a lltUo 
minced parsley and garlic French 
dressing. Top 'Mth fine-grated 
raw carrot for that Mlmos,a | 
touch.
HOW late should I stay out at 
night? Why can'tT go to the same 
places and do the things my older 
sisters do? How can I learn to 
control my temper?
WHAT TO SAY?
What should a seventh-grade 
boy talk about when he calls up 
a girl? If you like a boy, how do 
you go about getting him to like 
you? How do you find out if a girl 
likes you?
These are some of the questions 
junior high students (seventh, 
eighth and ninth grades) often 
ask. They are also the kind of 
questions Mary Beery discusses 
with the boys and girls of “Club 
700." The results of these discus­
sions appear in an unusual book. 
Young Teens Talk it Over" (Mc- 
Graw Hill).
TTYPICAL EXAMPLES 
Here are same typical ex­
amples:
What can I  do to get my moth­
er to let me go out more often? 
What lund of clothes are right 
for junior high?
What should you do If someone 
in your class keeps talking to 
you? If one of your teachers 
doesn’t like you, and you don’ 
like her any too well, what should 
you do? I talk too much. What 
should I do?
I would like to know how to get 
rid of a girl who says she likes
me and who follows me all the 
time? How old'do you think a 
girl should be to have a slumber 
party?
INVITE HIMSELF
Should a boy ever invite him' 
self to a giro’s house or should he 
wait for her to invito him? If you 
take a girl to the movies, who 
should go first when the usher is 
about to show you where to sit? 
Dqps the bqy kisS the girl good 
night on their first date?
A ninth-grade girl asks: “How 
late can I stay out on dates?”
The author says 10 or 10:30 
But she adds that parents should 
consider the girl’s year in school, 
her escort, where they are going 
and what time the activity ends 
how much sleep she needs and 
what she will be doing next day, 
YOUTTHFUL OPINIONS 
Here are some answers offered 
by individual members of Club 
700:
“Leave right at 10:30. Stop for 
a snack, if you want to, and then 
come home. Be in early enough 
so that you can wake up ^ext 
morning without having to have 
somebody throws cold water in 
your face.”
e x c e l l e n t :
This is an excellent book for 
teen-agefs. ‘
They will eagerly compare the 
opinions of the author and other 
ypung te^en-agers with what they 
do and with what their parents 
expect of them. Many of these 
youths will think the standards 
suggested in this book are too se­
vere, many parents will; find them 
reassuring. Some will be amazed 
at how conservative the youths 
of Club 700 are.
Anyway, the book should prove 
a stimulating subject for di.sous- 
sion in young people’s clubs and 
classes.
HALIFAX (CP)-M ary EUza- 
beth Ross has returned home af­
ter more thafi three years ia  the 
Arctic, followed by 15 months in 
Hawaii as a hospital medical 
records librarian.
By TRACY ADRIAN
If you are one of m ai^ of us 
who do most of the * chores 
around the house you’ll be 
happy to hear about these 
utility gloves that will protect 
your hands while you are 
working at the most chafing of 
jobs. The gloves are beautifully 
made with the painstaking care
that goes into those used by 
doctors. They arc lined and 
insulated to'protect your hands 
from hot water or harsh cleans­
ers and have adjustable cuffs 
that arc long enough to protect 
your arms when plunged into a 
laundry tub or a deep sink full 
of suds. We think them quite a 
boon to homemakers.
T W O  E X T R E M E T IE S
Years In Alaska 
Then To South Seas
Miss Ross went to Fairbanks, 
Alaska, in 1952, and,liked the 
north so well that she stayed 2% 
years longer than she ĥ ad plan­
ned. For the past 15 months.she 
worked in Honolulu.
M A R Y  H A W O R T H 'S  M A I L
•Young Bride Rages Over In-Laws 
Who Want, Mate' To Quit Studies






Understanding Husband Answer 
To Succesful Marriage, Career
IV'
, VANCOUVER (CP)-An under­
standing husband Is the answer 
to  toe successful combination of 
marriage hnd a career, says a 
s ta r of the Mctropolllnn Opera.
Nadine Conner’s husband, a 
CaUfomia surgeon, feels that she 
has a special talent and ho would 
never stand In the iwoy of her 
singihg. The doctor is not a mu- 
atclan. but he enjoys a musical 
, iMcKground at home, the singer 
•aid.
As for the children. Sue Lynn, 
11. and liiren David. 9, they arc 
"not yef* opera lovers, said Miss 
COaner. "They call me a 'square' 
when It comes to rock 'n ' roll, 
MiifS Conner; here for a con­
cert, said she allows the children 
whatever typo of music they 
choose. In her opinion such mu­
sic will not harm them as the 
feels all m u s i c  la basically
*^*T^'two children have watched 
4helr mother am television with 
dlttarent wsictlwii. ,
Sue Lamn, n "ralh(m prim lit 
tie  girl, shlelda the TV screen 
from her father when mother la 
tinging a Iov« scene.
Lwren Davjd on the other hand 
was dcUghtett when he spied hla
mother with a .gondolier. “Hey I 
look dad," ho shouted, "mother's 
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ULIMB STAIRS
DOVER. England (CP)-Brldcs| 
with long trains are warned to | 
watch their step a t a new church 
In this Kent seaside town. It la 
a combined church and hall, with 
the church on the top floor,
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TEEN-AGERS live in a world 
of their own\ these days. More 
and more fashion houses ore 
turning out clothes especially 
for them, clothes that arc ns nt- 
trncUve ns they arc suitable, 
and ns pleasing to mother ns to 
daughter. Hero Is a  typical de­
sign, a coat of , gray wool flan­
nel lined In white orlon pile 
DisUngulshIng y p  k 0 detail 
marks front and bach; buttoned 
banding la repented at the 'poc 
keta and slcovea. The topper Is 
attractive, too. In red.
B R I D A L  B E A U T Y
By AUCB ALDEN
, WINTER-WIHTE beauty for 
ih e  winsome winter bride isa fled In this exquisite wed- 
J  dress of Frrttch M \i and 
velvet, Guy La Iloche has ruch-
ed the tulle skirt richly with 
velvet bows. Tlic long-
DUB TO RETIRE. DIES
MONTREAL (CPl-Randal K 
I Robertson, 65, prominent in the 
iCanadlan b rick , manufacturing 
meld, died Thursday a  few days 
before his retircmci^t as vice-
sleeked bodice ntul ‘ the under- president and general manager 
skirt are o f white velvet, as is Uie Dominion Tar and Chemical





had better write you about my 
problem'before I explode. My 
husband attends night classes at 
college and works daytime at a 
regular job.
Since we married we’ve never 
asked help of anyone. At first we 
lived in a one-room apartment. 
Now we have a three-room apart­
ment and intend to stay here un­
til George has finished college; or 
until he has a better paying job 
and at least a few years of col 
lege to his credit.
My problem is that his folks are 
always baiting him to quit school 
and get down to business—always 
telling him that he won’t make 
more money with a college back­
ground. My husband just tells me 
to let them think as they please, 
as he plans to continue.
George’s take-home pay at pre­
sent is $87 a week; and he can 
go no higher in this" type of work 
am capable of realizing, of 
course, that there are people who 
can’t be satisfied no matter how 
much money they are making.)
But is it wrong of my husband 
to have a cqllege education in nu 
clear physics? Or as my in-laws 
seem to think, is education on the 
way out?—^B.R,
NEGATIVE PARENTS 
ARE MENTALLY DEAD 
DEAR B. R.: By their resistant 
attitude towards- higher' cduca 
tion, especially in the field of nu 
clear physics, your in-laws show 
that they are mentally obsolete 
Or, as the popular phrase puts It 
"dead and don’t knot/ it."
But perhaps there has been 
new birth in their thinking since 
your letter was posted (towards 
the end of October). Even the 
man in the street is becoming 
scicncc-mindcd since he’s had 
word of those Sputniks-in-the- 
sky. As a nationally known cdu 
cator remarked In a TV inter­
view about Iha^ time: “The scic 
ntists, the intellectuals, arc be 
ginning to take on a little more 
sex appeal In the public estimate, 
now that Russia has gone ahead 
of us into outer space.”
How absurd to ask—Is it wrong 
of your husbaiul to ^struggle for 
a college education in the field of 
nuclear physics. Of course It’s not 
wrong. His vision, ambition and 
effort along this lino mark him as 
a man of conyncndablc foresight. 
Ho is In step with tho bestKinds of his time; in tho front 
nks of those who nrc preparing 
fo step off into outer space,(to cx; 
ploro the next rRoms in God’s 
universe.
ALL CREATION 
IS OFFERED hfAN 
As long ago ns September, 1056, 
Pius XII, speaking to delegates to 
Iho Seventh' international Aslron- 
antical Congress in Rome, had 
this to sny: ' , ,
‘The Lord God, who put In thci 
heart of man' nn ln«atioblo de­
sire for knowledge, hod no Inten­
tion of setting bounds to man’s 
efforts to conquest when Ho com­
manded man to subdue the earth. 
It was hll creation thot Ho offer­
ed ond'' confided to the human 
spirit, tlint it might pcnciraie this 
creation and thus grow over in 
understanding of Uio greatnesi of 
Its Creator.
"Man has-hitherto felt himself 
bound to tho earth ond forced to 
bo cbntcnt with the fragmentary 
Information that came .through 
from tho outside universe. How 
ever, it now seems that man li 
offered Ahe possibility of bt^ak
new truths and richer knowledge 
which God has plentifully scat­
tered throughout the cosmos.. .  " 
FATHER OF H-BOMB<
MAKES A PROPHESY 
Now, more than a year later, 
morning newspapers of Novem­
ber 26 quote Dr. Edward Teller- 
famed as father of the hydrogen 
bomb—as testifying before Con­
gress: *il>am certain that people 
will gcTto the moon and get to
the planets. There is no doubt of 
that in iny mind.’’
He says we are looking out into 
space,,from the earth, in just a 
few wave lengths. But, when we 
get to the moon, to use it as a 
platform, he foresees that we will 
Oe looking at the universe "over 
the whole spectrum” of wavc- 
lengths—to learn things b o t h  
amusing and amazing about cre­
ation.
Exciting new reaches of the 
mind, don't you think? In a sense 
you are a pioneer bride—just as 
the bride in the covered wagon 
was. And pioneers are always the 
targets of pessimist criticsi But 
don’t let it throw you.—M.H.
The Halifax girl found the Alas* 
kan Eskimos and Indians "fas* 
cinating."
"Even Eskimo children bear 
pain and utmost discomfort with* 
out complaint. They are as in* 
scrutable as Orientals.” . «
WORK TOGETHER 
“In the North there Is unity,”  
she said. "People work together 
in a constant struggle for sui* 
vival.
"It takes energy and backbone 
to live there and cultivate the 
fertile soil during the brief sum* 
mers, and you cannot help but 
admire the people who settle in 
such difficult conditions.
"Temperatures r a n g e  from 
winter lows of 40 and 60 degrees 
below zero to summers of 80 to 
95."
Miss Ross says she especially 
enjoyed outdoor sports, even in 
winter days w h e n  the sim is 
never seen. This despite spending 
three months one winter with her 
leg in a cast, a ski ̂ casualty.
She liked Hawaii, too, but still, 
has a hankering for Alaska.
In Hawaii beauty did not need 
seeking. It was on cither hand in 
the glorious vegetation, white 
surf, sparkling sea and music. 
But Alaska captured your heart 
and haunted you,”
HELPFUL PARROT ,
SNETTISHAM, England tCP) 
•Every night 68-year-old Eva 
Whitby’s parrot calls her two 
dogs and two cats in for their 
meal. “PoU's voice is stronger 
than mihe," says Mrs. Whitby.
SUNDAY WASHING 
ABINGDON. England (CP) — 
Water pressure has to be reduced 
on Sundays in this Berkshire 
town Isecausc so many house* 
wives do , their weekly washing 
then. Local authorities asked 
housewives to stagger their w ater, 
consumption by doing tho lathi* 
dry on weekday,evenings.
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Dyck's Drugs
NexI'to. Sttper-Volue on 
Bernard Ate. \
"Churchill: My Beloved 
Guv-nor” written by Nor­
man McGowan, Sir Win­
ston’s personal valet, la 
tho closest close-up you’ll 
ovbr read about tho be­
loved and cprittoverslal 
“Winnie.” U’s ' tho \yarm 
intimate ktdry of the life 
and habits of tho ouit- 
slandlng statesman of our 
time! J
Who picks nls suits and 
tics? What human ccceii- 
trltjlties p l a g u e  him? 
Read about it next week 








C ru m p led
HOCKEY SCORES
IW INE-DENTIN6 TRIO
. “The way to go, Joe. boyP 
Wing mates Brian Roche, left, 
and Jim Middleton, right, con- 
itulate centre Joe Kaiser on 
hatrWck Saturday night inf f i ’
pacing the Packers to an 8-2 
win over Kamloops Chiefs that 
put them three points ahead of 
the Hû » City club. The trio, 
high-scoring line in the OSHL,
picked up 13 points for the eve­
ning, and turned in double duty 
as they worked with an 11-man 
roster.Mhe club travels to Kam­
loops New Year’s day for the
matinee, and returns here for 
an 8:30 game, with both games 
being crucials as the Packers 
try to remain out in the lead.
(Courier Staff Photo)
SPORTLIGHT
Packers Short Staffed, 
But Long On Horsepower
By GEORGE IN G U S
(Coorler Sports Editor)
Never An NHLer, Trainer 
Shows Plenty Of Goal Savvy
Okanagan Senior
Kelojyna 8, Kamloops 2 
Vernon 5, Penticton 4 
WlllL
Spokane 3, Nelson 2 
WHL
Victoria 5, Vancouver 0 
Seattle 3, New Westminster 2 
Calgary 8, Sask.-St. Paul 0 
Winnipeg 11, Edmonton 4 
NHL
Montreal 6, Detroit 0 
Toronto 5, New York 1 
Boston 0, Chicago 0
Saskatchewan Junior 
FUn Flon 9, Melville 5 
SUNDAY 
American League 
Springfield 1, Rochester 2 
Buffalo 4, Cleveland 1 
Hershey 2, Providence 4 
Quebec League 
Quebec 4. Montreal 2 
•Trois-Bivieres 0, Chicoutimi 
Western League 
Victoria 1, Seattle 3
International League 
Toledo 3, Indianapolis 3 
Ontario Senior A 
Pembroke 5, Ottawa-Hull 6 
Kingston 5, Cornwall 4
OHA-NOIIA Senior A 
North Bay 3, Windsor S 
Ontario Junior A 
Peterborough 3, Marlboros 
Barrie 3, St. Michael's 4 
Thunder Bay Junior 
Fort William Canadians 5, 
William Hurricans-Rangers 1 
Manitoba Junior 
St. Boniface 0, Witmipeg Mon- 
archs 7
The Packers .overcame their 
player deficit in startling fashion 
Saturday night, downing the 
Kamloops Chiefs 8-2 and ^limb­
ing into a three-point load in their 
last game of 1937.
Playing with 11 men, the Pac­
kers checked, skated and pre­
cision passed their way to the 
victory, although the Chiefs were 
not as badly l^atcn as the score
indicated, and 
Dave Gatherum 
at times on breakaways.
The Packers’ “no. 1" line of 
Kaiser-Mlddlcton-Roche were the 
mall-carriers, picking up 13 points 
among them, led by Joe Kaiser's 
hat-trick. Jim Middleton scored 
two, and Roche one, and they 
picked up a total of seven assists.
Stocky left-winger Moe-Young
GEORGE IN G U S —  SPORTS EDH'OR
Fort
By MARTY GOODMAN 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
Packer fans who entered the Memorial Arena on Saturday
expecting to  see the short-handed Packers barely hold their 
own against the Chiefs received a pleasant jolt.
Instead they saw the league leaders roll j^ h  the same 
brisk efficiency that they had displayed on Boxing Day afternoon 
against the cellM-dwelling Penticton Vees, and duplicate the 
first score they racked up against the Chiefs this season, 8-2.
Even coach Jack O ’Reilly wasn’t too sure how the game 
would'go. He, was sure the boys could do it, but it was a case 
o f them keeping up with the pace that the Chiefs would be sure 
to  set in seeking for top spot. The only fellows who really knew 
were die boys themselves.
Skating free and loose, they showed less signs of tiring 
than the Chiefs, and carried the play right through the 60 min­
utes of the cleanest, most thrilling hockey, seen in some time on 
local ice. They rode the old year out with a vengeance, playing 
their last ^ e  o f 1957 with a flourish that made the fans bring 
down ̂ e h tm s e  with their cheers.
In goal, Dave Gatherum continued to show that this is “his 
year” without a  doubt, playing a heady, fast-moving game that 
created the few lucky breaks he needed to carry him over the 
odd roui^ spot. PeppOry and alert, he kept the boys informed of 
their chances, and he drew a minor ^ n a lty  for tangling with Bill 
Warwick in the last two minutes play, the result of a  zealous 
desire to keep his house in order.
A s Dave put it after the game, “You see that line out in 
front of me? That’« my front door, and when anyone comes 
.into my house without an invitation— ou th e g o « !’’
■ Still shy the services of Orv Lavell and Andy McCallum, 
the dub still depended on the standout playing of Mike Durban 
on  the rear guard, and left winger Moe Young, back in action 
after an injury lay-off, filled in capably on the blue line duties 
also.
I Regulars Pat Coburn and Harry Smith both turned in games 
that were slightly short pf sensational, with their defence savvy 
ihelping oiit in the odd crucial moment when the puck was loose 
in  front. It was the stout defensive work, backed up by treinend- 
' OU9 back-chiecking that kept the Chiefs off-balance all game, and 
ended most of their rushes before they got nicely going.
The “big line” added another !3  points to their already 
awolleh total, with pivot man Joe Kaiser picking ^p a hat-trick, 
the first one earned by the Packers since their early season games 
Checking briskly and playing aggressive, play-making hockey, 
Kaiser is headed for his biggest year in the Okanagan, and is 
leading his two mates right along with him.
Big Jim Middleton played one of the best games of his 
career ,looking just as fresh in the last 20 minutes as the first, 
and using his w e i^ t  in fore-checking to upset the Chiefs plan^ 
at uprising, before they were formed. Brian Roche continues tp 
show some of the finest two-way hockey in the league doWn the 
right side, and as a trip the boys show promise of being the top 
line in the league, bar none.
Bugs Jones was moved from his job of filling in on defence 
and was back carrying the chores as pivot between Greg Jab- 
ionski and Bill Swarbrick, in place of Ray Powell, who injured 
his thigh on Boxing Day. when he slid into the pipe after being 
tripped. '
Although they haven’t worked together consistently as a 
unit, this trio looked as though they had been together 20 years. 
Jablto showed that his new agressivc style of play is going tq.be 
a permanent fixture, and his rugged fore-checking, backed up 
by a  6‘4”, 200  lb. frame, provides a very conclusive argument, 
especially when he supplies the argument while on the fly.
Swarbrick and Jones were both back-checking like demons, 
‘and “Swig^e’s” goal in the second periol was a colorful piece 
o f determination, when he carried Cadman in on his shoulders, 
hiing onto the pufek and still beat Shirley.
The whole club played heads-up hockpy, and the toughesi 
assignment* a i^ r t s  writer could have had would be to pick put 
a star. The best answer would have been tp pick the “Packers” as 
the first star, and go  on from there.
The club now goes into Wednesday’s two-game series with 
a, three-point lead, and the assurance that they can bcot any 
hockey club in the league with a scant 11 men in Uie strip, so 
they should come out of the new Year’s day Odyssey with the 
lead atill theirs,
Powell may be back in the llnc-up for the game, and Andy 
McCallum could possibly be; if their injuries heal in  time. Lav- 
cU will probably be out for two weeks yet, but the splinter-built 
defence man says he’ll be “all set for the Allan Cup ^ m es.” 
Based on ^turday night, he may not be kidding cither.
N E W  G L A D  R A G S
t Although they may seem a  trifle premature,; wo are ceriaiii 
enough e f tito people concerned to say that the jPackers are going 
to  tutu out in itow imnfr, and niavlue a fttU new strip very shortl; r, 
IdiM) to  the energiea i«l two pisoide who have made hockey their 
.>.*’mimber'Oi)e sport** since they came to  the Orchafd City.
' th e se  two people need no introduction to other cities in 
„|tlm .yaUey,,4lldt^r. since Peg and Pete Rntcl are familiar siglit 
twitli thdr head gear and friendly cow bells. They have Ic
T he advice that Ross (Lefty) 
Wilson, assistant trainer of the 
Detroit Red Wings, so freely 
gives from the end of the bench 
has a more authoritative ring to­
day.
It’s now the voice of successful 
experience. Wilson, 38, never 
played regularly for a National 
Hockey League team.' But he has 
filled in three times as an emer­
gency goalie under \he  rule that 
requires home teams to supply a 
substitute.
Twice he appeared late in the 
third period for the losing team.
His third appearance, Sunday, 
started at 8:22 of the first period 
and he boosted Boston Bruins to 
a_2-2 tie'with his Detroit employ­
ers. •
DISLOCATES SHOULDER 
Wilson was pressed into serv­
ice when Don Simmons, regular 
Boston goalie, suffered a dislo­
cated shoulder. Wilson made 23 
saves, four more than Terry 
Sawchuk in the Detroit goal, and 
allowed only one'goal.
In other action Sunday, Mont­
real Canadians won their first 
game in four starts on New York 
Ice when they defeated Rangers 
4-3, and CJhicago Black Hawks 
won their first game on home ice 
in 10 starts when they beat To­
ronto Maple Leafs 2-1.
Saturday Boston and dlhicago 
played a 0-0 tie, Toronto whipped 
New "york 6-1 and Montreal shut 
out Detroit 6-0.
At Detroit Sunday, Boston’s 
Vic Stasiuk and Detroit’s Don 
Poile traded goals before Sim­
mons was injured.
Jack McIntyre beat Wilson 
later in the first period and 
Bronco Horvath tied it for good 
late in the second. ^
TWO FOE HARVEY
At New York Sunday, defence- 
man Doug Harvey, scored Mont­
real’s first and last goals as 
Canadiens widened their first- 
place margin to eight points over 
the second-place Rangers.
Bert Olmstead and Andre Pro- 
novost were the other Montreal 
scorers.
George (Red) Sullivan, Andy 
Bathgate and Camille Henry 
were the New York marksmen 
Chicago and Toronto played at 
goal-a - period pace and the 
Hawks got two of theqi for the 
victory. Billy Dea scored for 
Chicago in the first and Ron 
Murphy scored the winner in the 
third. Jim Morrison scored for 
Toronto in the second.
The loss dropped Leafs into 
fourth' place, one point behind 
Boston. Bruins trail Rangers by 
five'points.
Chicago, Vdth three points on 
the weekend, nioved within five 
^ in ts  of fifth - place Detroit. 





W L T F  APts
Kelowna 19 11 2 149 115 40
Kamloops 18 13 1 148 142 37
Vernon 14 17 1 138 151 29
Penticton 10 20 2 130 157 22
WIHL
P W L F A Pts
Spokane 27 18 10 120 96 36
Rossland 25 13 12 94 91 26
Nelson 25 11 13 104 116 22
Trail i 27 11 16 104 119 22
NHL
W L T F  APts
Montreal 21 8 5 121 71 47
New York 16 15 7 97 96 39
Boston 13 14 8 90 86 34
Toronto 13 15 7 97 93 33
Detroit 12 16 7 71 104 31
Chicago 10 17 6 55 81 26
COAST DIVISION (WHL)
Vancouver '  
New West’r  
Seattle 
Victoria
T F  APts
1 110 72 41
0 115 115 40
2 105 110 34
1 101 133 19
PRAIRIE DIVISION (WHL)
W L T F  APts 
Winnipeg 20 13 0 104 85 40
Edmonton 17 13 1 115 86 35
Sask-St. P. 13 16 0 76 106 26
Calgary 12 20 1 91 110 25
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
NHL Leaden
Standings: Montreal won 21 
lost 8, tied 5, points 47.
Points: H. Richard, Montreal, 
40.
Goals: Henry, New York, 19. 
Assists: H. Richard, Montreal, 
24.
Shutouts: Hall, Chicago, 6. 
Penalties: F o n t i n a t o ,  New 
York, 89 minutes. ,
Weekend S tan
Goalie Glenn Hall of Chicago, 
who boosted his shutout total for 
the NHL season to six as the 
Black Hawks p l a y e d  Boston 
Bruins, to a scoreless tie.
Ron Stewart, whose second- 
period goals proved the winner 
as Toronto Maplp Leafs trounced 
New Y6rk Rangers 6-1.
Bernie (Boom Boom) Geoffrln 
and Dickie Moore of Montreal, 
who scored two goals* each as the 
Canadiens blanked Detroit Red 
Wings 6-0. ,
Defenceman Doug Harvey» who 
fired the first and the last of 
Montreal’s goals to give the 
Canadiens a 4-3 triumph over the 
Rangers.
Bronco Horvath, whose third- 
period goal gave Boston a 2-2 tic 
with Dctrplt.
Ron Mvirphy, whose finnl-per- 
od goal gave Chicago a 2-1 tri­
umph over Toronto,
Hockey's nig Seven 
Henri Richard a n d  Dickie 
Moore of Montreal amossed n 
total of’seven p ^ t a  in weekend 
National Hockcjr League- action
WHL Fat On 
Hat 
'n  Shut Outs
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Vernon Continue 
To Climb Upward
PENTICTON (CP)-Backed by 
the stellar netminding of Hal 
Gordon, Vernon Ca^dians hung 
a 5-4 defeat on Penticton V’s Sat­
urday night in an Okanagan Sen­
ior Hockey League game before 
1,650 fans.
Bob Harper, with two, Johnny 
Utendale and Clare Wakshinski 
registered the V’s tallies. Vernon 
marksmen were Walt Trentinl, 
with a brace, pdie Lowe, Tom 
Stecyk and Jim Moro.
Utendale put the V’s in front 
at 1:15 o f ^ e  first period, beating 
Gordon from close in, after taking 
pass from Jack Taiggart. 
Vernon tied the count slightly 
more than a minute later, Lowe 
intercepting a clearing pass to 
beat V’s goaltender George Wood 
with a long screened shot. At 7:15 
Stecyk f i r ^  a shot from the blue­
line that was deflected off a V’s 
defenceman past Wood.
Canadians boosted the score to 
3-1 at 10:12 when Trentini finish­
ed off a three-way play with King 
and Bidoski. Harper deflected 
Touzin’s passout past Gordon at 
13:50 to cut the Vernon lead to
offered goalie was back in the line-up, but had 
stiff resistance to line up with the defence corps, 
permitting Bugs Jones, substitute 
defence man in the lasf two 
games, to move up to the centre 
spot again.
Mike Durban turned in another 
sparkling game at the blue line, 
causing “visitor’’ Orv Lavell to 
remark from the side-Unes, 
we's*e got to get rid of that guy, 
he’s a bad influence.’’
Defence regulars Harry Smithy 
and Pat Coburn turned in spark­
ling games, split up to pair with 
Young and Durban, and kept a 
clear house most of the time for 
goalie Gatherum.
Only three penalties were Is- 
s u ^  In the clean and thrilling 
game, with two of them being to 
Bill Warwick and one to Gather­
um. when the crease-camping old 
i)ro ventured In too close to the 
Packers’ net-minder’s sanctum.
Johnny Milliard, Chiefs’ cap­
tain and veteran OSHL forward, 
scored the Chiefs first tally, his 
200th in OSHL play, and wtog* 
mate Bill Hryciuk scored the 
other, as the Packers’ stout back 
arvd fore-checking kept the other 
Kamloops’ guns muzzled. 
JUMPED INTO LEAD 
The Packers Jumped Into the 
first period with gusto, scoring 
three times, and out-shooting the 
Kamloops club 19-6. Kaiser open­
ed the scoring at 1:14, and the 
score rem ain^ 1-0 until the last 
three minutes of the frajne, when 
Middleton, doing extra ice-time, 
scored twice In a row.
In the middle frame, Milliard 
jumped on a  loose puck to break 
Gatherum’s chance of a shut-oid, 
but Bugs'Joaes wiped it out two 
minutes later when he deked the
3-2 at the end of the first period.
In the second session, Wakshin­
ski picked up a loose puck 
front of Gordon tp Put thfe V’s on 
even terms at 14:50, but Treatlni 
came right back at 15:10 to re­
store the lead, converting King'i 
rebound.
Moro bunced a shot off a de­
fenceman past Wood at 3:35 for 
what proved to be the winning 
marker. Harper cut the lead to 
5-4 at 17:42 when he slammed in 
Peacosh’s rebound.
V’s pulled George Wood in fav­
or of a sixth attacker with sec­
onds remaining but Gordon was 
unbeatable.
Penticton outshot the Canadians 
34-29.
LINEUPS 
Penticton — goal: Wood; de­
fence: Touzin, Tarala, Taggart, 
Conway; forwards: Bathgate,
Wakshinski, Diachuk, Peacosh, 
Slater, Harper, Utendale, Lloyd, 
• Vernon—goal: Gordon; defence 
Stecyk, Lebodia, M c L e o 
Schmidt; forwards: Lowe, Harms 
Trentini, King, Bidoski, Davison 
Agar, Moro, Blair.
Lions'
Ways Add Up To NFL Crown
Vernon 5, Penticton 4 
SUMMARY:
First period
1. Penticton, Utendale (Taggart) 
1:15'- V
2. Vernon, ix)we 2:25
3. Vernon, Stecyk (A'gar)~7:15
4. Vernon, Trentini ( B i d o s k i ,  
King) 10:12/
5. Penticton, Harper (Touzin, 
Peacosh) 17:58
Penalties: McL&od 2:52, Conway 
8:29, Lowe 13:05.
Second period
6. Penticton, Wakshinski (Uten­
dale, Lloyd) 14:50
,7, Vernon, Trentini (Schmidt) 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 15:10 
Some of the less - complete Penalties: King 15:56, Bathgate 
record books probably won’t list 19:50.
It, but Winnipeg Warrior.s earned Third period 
themselves a spot in professional 8. Vernon, Lowe 3:35 
hockey’s annals with a singular 9. Penticton, Harper (Peacosh) 
weekend performance. v. .. o «« t ^
Three players contributed three Penalties: Schmidt 8:20, McLeod
DETROIT (CP) —A grizzled 
band of old pro diehards and a 
couple of ambitious rookies have 
upset the highly-rated Cleveland 
Browns to bring Detroit Lions the 
United States pro football cham­
pionship.
goals each Saturday night as the 
Prairie ^vision leaders trounced 
the weary Edmonton Flyers 114 
in a Western Hockey League 
game at Wtonipeg. ,




Warriors In : 
WIHL
Conklin Rink
Trail Smoke Eater? scored the 
1 first whitewash of the We?tem
to strengthen their positions ns 
tho one - two players in the 
league’s individual scoring race.
•Tho Pocket rocket picked up 
throe assists. He now has ' 40 
points. Moore scored two goah 
and two assists and trails Ri 
chard by one point.'
The leaders:
Gordie Redahl—Is a first-time ef-- 
fort In WHL play and probably 
in nriy major professional hockey 
league.
Firsts of a more modest kind
F m n j Hockey League sea-teams. Goalies' Emile (The when the*' ■RncoiAnH
lins of .Calgary recorded their
first shutouts of the season as i„  . n/rV..i« t in nwr.the Cougars hit Vancouver Can-.Nelson Maple l ^ a f s M  
licks 5-0 and the Stamneders game^
.  St. Paul S A  I l c S t V "
Rossland. The close-checking per- 
I formnnee of tho Smokies and neat Victoria got Its comeuppance . jyjortin
Sunday night when Seattle PickedLlnpwcd®tho fast-p 
y  steam in the third period to l gave last-place T ra il
^ fc a t  the Cougars 3-1. n j kelson
tho second weekend win fpr the " ; *
Americans. They took n 3-2 d e - ^  short-handed six
cither Prairie, or Coast dlvlHlons.|,. Spokano^Flycrfl^^M^^^
Murray (jonklln’s mixed rink 
made off with the first event of 
the Christmas mixed bonspiel at 
the Kelowna Curling Club, edging 
out a win ',over runner-up Ed 
Smuland.*
Winner of the “B” event was a 
classy rink of high school curlers 
under Jackie Tucker, who nosed 
out veteran Spike Anderson in one 
of the best games of the bonspiel 
Curling started on Boxing Day
and continued on Friday and Sat 
urday evenings, winding up with 
the finals and presentation of 
prizes by the curling club.
gals 8-0.
SEATTLE WINS TWICE




Bathgate, New 'V’ork 
Hclivcau, Montreal 













thealthough there was some tight-WIHL lend In cning-up in spots. *1
Vancouver’s one-point lead over tifth defeat
Now Westminster for the Const «*>d they played 
leadership remained unchanged, Scotty Cameron, who quit earlier 
Seattle Is six points back of the In theday for undisclos^ rensonS; 
Royals and a full 15 ahead of John Znhnra battw  homo a 
Victoria. loosepuckfort l iowlnnlngover-
■Wlnnlpeg heads tho Prairie dp-tim e marker, 
cult by five poiats over Edmoh- Other scorers for the Flyers 
ton. Sadkatoon - St. Paul is nine were John Goodwin and Jack 
points, behind the Flyers and only Lanclcn, while rookies Cliff Shoe- 
one up on Caigory. key and Lionel Martini scored for
Only one game is scheduled for the Leafs. ' i  ,
tonight—Edmonton > t. Saskatoon. I Only game tonight Is a WlHL 
; ' contest postponed from October
Ihclr mark, literally, on the Memorial Arj^oa,'and have remained which takes .Nelson to Rossland, 
the most loyal faiw the dub has h ad ,through all their years of 
adversity.
When they heard tliai J^owcH’s Injury was caused largely 
by the tattered condition of tho four-year-old pants he was wear
CHICAGO (AP)—Frank Leahy, 
Itching to get back into college 
coaching but advised ngolnst 
such a move by his doctor, now 
Is hoping Texas A and M will 
offer him the position, of athletic 
director.
The d9-yenr-old former Notre 
Dame head football coach Satur­
day was forced to turn down the 
conening post at Texas A and M 
on the advice of Dr. C. J . Bar- 
borka.
Dr. Barborka Informed I*cahy 
he has had a mild floreup of an 
old stomach ailment which forced 
him to resign from Notre Dame 
after the 1953 season,
Since Loohy is susceptible to 
recurring attacks, Dr, Barborka 
said “ I feel It would bo a seri­
ous mistake to endanger his 
health and have advised him 
against returning to ’the coach­
ing profession at this time.”
Kamloops Pound 
Vernon "B'̂  Cluli
KAMLOOPS (CP) -  Kamloopsirig, dicy set to  work, and inside of five h o u n  had ossuran(». *cp) — Kamiooos
from other loyal fans that they would ace fo it aomelhlng was p,';;j^, ‘̂ I t e d  Vernon MereV 
done. In another few hours of phoning and tollciiig they had de- Lnta l3-o Sunday in n Senior 
cided they would go all the way and provide full sirips. They Hockey I*eogue exhibition game 
ore Mill working on Ihc proiecl. bul knowing llrem, we >ny
a shoo-in. , ' .« • |second 114 . in a  wide-open, ex
Hals off to  you, Peg an(l Pete! '  ̂ , citing game.
B
And the Cinderella Detroit team 
rubbed it in even more by deal­
ing the Browns their worst de­
feat eyer, 59-14, in the title play­
off at Briggs Stadium Sunday.
The upset triumph, before 55,- 
263 stadium spectators and mil­
lions more on television in the 
U.S. and Canada, provided a fit­
ting climax to the daffiest cam­
paign in the history of American 
pro footbaU.
COACH PARKER QUIT 
Abandoned by their own coach 
at the season’s outset as a team 
‘out of control both on and off 
the field,” the Lions stormed 
back to win the title for their 
new mentor, George Wilson, on 
his first try for national honors 
Wilson who succeeded Buddy 
Parker when the former coach 
called the Lions “dead” dubbed 
his winners “the fightlngest damn 
bunch of guys I’ve ever seen " 
It was th9 third fime the Lions 
had grabbed off the big prize by 
beating their bitter rivals from 
Cleveland;
Under the flawless guidance of 
quarterback Tobin Rote the Lions 
moved with authority and com­
mand from the start, scoring 17 
points in the opening period and 
following with 14 points In each 
of the last three quarters. Rote, 
who never before played a title­
winning team in eight seasons of 
pro ball, was an offensive giant 
for the Lions, '
TORSES PAY OFF 
The drawling Texan who took 
over as solo quarterback four 
weeks ngo when Bobbv Layne 
was sidelined with a fractured 
ankle, threw four touchdown 
passes and scored another.
Handv man Jim Martin, the 
Notre Dame veteran the Lions 
almost released lost summer, got 
the club off to a rousing start. 
Hi kicked a 31-vard field goal In 
tho first period and before the 
scrap was ov?r added eight extro 
points.
Chiefs” playing-coach B(^ Dawes 
so neatly he fell on his face, then 
moved in and beat Shirley clean­
ly. ■ -
Late in the frame, BUI Swar* 
brick drove in on the goal dis- 
regarding Alt Cadman who waa 
draped around his neck, and con­
tinued to carry the puck. Shirley 
seemed to .be  surprised to see 
him stiU coming in and didh’t 
make a move on the play. 
PRODUCTION LINE 
The “production line’* went to 
work in toe final frame, their 
dazzling passing and team-work 
resulting in one goal for Rocha 
and two for Kaiser, completing 
his hat-trick.
BiU Hryciuk added a tally for 
the Chiefs a t 7:45. and toe north­
ern club pressed hard for toe 
rest of toe frame, but di4n't get 
within half a dozen goals of toe 
league leaders.
'Ihe Packers and Chiefs tangle 
twice on New Year's Day, with 
the matinee being played up 
there, and the evening game here, 
at 8:30.
On Friday, Jan. 3, tofe Packers 
host toe Vernon Canadians, at 
R-m.
roiMARY
First periq^—l. Kelowna, Kais­
er 1:13; 2, Keowha, Middleton 
(Swarbrick) 18:18; 3. Kelowna, 
Middleton (Kaiser) 19:11. Penal­
ties: none.
Second period—4. Kamloops, 
MMard (Kernaghan) 2:10; 5. 
Kelowna, Jones (Swarbrick, 
Young) 4:11: 6. Kelowna, Swar­
brick (Middleton, Smith) 17:07, 
Penalties: none.
Third period — 7. Kelowna, 
Roche (Kaiser, Coburn) 2:10; 8. 
Kelowna, Kaiser (Roche, Middle- 
ton) 5 :^ ; 9. Kelowna. Kaiser 
(Middleton, Durban) 7:01; 10. 
Kamloops, Hryciuk (Evans, Daw­
es) 7:45. Penalties: Gatherum 
18:17. B. Warwick 18:17.
SYLVANIA TV
wllh ' .
iiA L O U G finr
Give* your eyps a re­
laxing change. Recom­




and APPLIANCES LTD. 
441 Bernsn) Pb. 2949
R. J. WILKINSON
for EXCAVATING 
Irrigation — Drainage — ete.




Service is , 
M y Business
542 BERNARD AVE.
w n H n n m tm m » teo tn  , 
k m ir  -A*rout (Wmi, mMir\
m m  n
E. WINTER Ltd.
S27 Dcrasrd Ave. Phone 8109
Eree home
DELIVERY
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EARLY onJ SAVE WITH THESE
WEEKLY RED SPOT SPE< SHOPHERE
T H E  D A I L T  C O H U E X








Keep your skin smooth 




Giant s iz e -------------------
s y - y ^
LONG SUPEl^DRUGS
LTD.





FOR ONE DAY ONLY
Hie Internationally famoni Oold-n-Gay Aluminum Smart 
Set made by SUPREME.
Set complete includes Dutch Oven . . . 
10” covered Skillet . . .  2 quart Double 
Boiler . . .  one 1 quart and one 3 quart 
Saucepan.
Regular 34.95. SPECIAL 2 7 .9 5
Be ready for New Year Parties., Better Class Stemware, Gob­
lets, Sherbets, Wines and Cocktails. 6 9 c
Regular 96c. Special
in Criss Cross Pattern.



















Is Better for Your 
Eyes . . . !  American Op- 
tomitrists say “Halolight 
is a natural supplement 
to TV room lighting.” 
Remember you have 
only one pair of eyes to 
i last your lifetime.
Priced O A O  A C  
From _____4 V 9 n 9 a
AND APPLIANCES LTD.
Ofilees in Kamloops, Vernon. Kelowna 
441 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 2049
RED SPOT
SIMS
Genuine Chohnel 2 
TV Antennas
, .‘V*̂ .-/'I.' "H
f. m ; V -iV 0






i ' j ? « i w
: V . 'v .v r . ’H
; ■ I ; ’; f
^  Interfcrtnce Preo Reception 'Ar Sharp and Clear Picture 
i t  Constantly nteady riciore , ^
Bcllgo Motors will erect 'your TV hntenna as i>«r code 
requirements ~  Cost of erection very reasonable;
Regulor 14.95, less trade-in on your 
Rabbit Ears 2.05 -..-i-. ............. 12.00
' ■ ' * ■ ■ ' I
Belgo Motors








All reduced. All 
Quality Lines
Yon Always Do Belter At
LOANE'S
Hardware, Furniture and Appliances 
304 BERNARD A VE. PHONE'2025
,„4 RED SPOT 
SPECIALS
i U
o s i l
n r
at Our Pre-Inventory Sale O f
COATS — BLOUSES — HATS 
Dresses—* wools and crepes 
Jewelry and some accessories
Commencing Tuesday, 31st December
is %  OFF 2 5 %  OFF





With Quilted Lining 
Shower Proof. Tan and Gray
ORIENT NYLON HOSIERY 
Regular $1.50. Special___
DEPARTMENT STORE





COMING SOON I I !
with reductions of 50% on items from every \ 
section of the store
BOOKS &  CRAFTS
1571 PENOOU ST. PHONE 304$
RED SPOT 
SPECIALS
Here comes 7958, rocketing in. W e  
hope you find it a whiz^bdng of a year, 
just crammed fa il of joy and success.
f m
363 BERNARD AVE.








1951 METEOR FORDOR. Radio, Signal Lights. 
Overdrive. A one owner car. Full price —___
1950 FORD COUPE, Directional Signals,
Seat Covers ....................................... ...............
1954 AUSTIN SEDAN, Radio, Winter Tires, 
Valves just ground....... -...... ......................... . .
1949 CHRYSLER WINDSOR SEDAN,
A dandy family cap ...................-............... . . .
1951 PREFECT SEDAN,
A Very good second car . . . . . . . J . . .................. .
1949 DODGE COUPE, Radio, Signal Lights, 
Winter Tires .................................
1940 CHEV. COUPE, A one owner car, 
very clean ..................................................... .
1947 WILLYS JEEP,
used on farm o n ly .................. ....... .......—— -
LAWRENCE Md WATER ST. 
Phonn 2307 and 4207
7 9 5 .0 0
5 9 5 .0 0
8 5 0 .0 0
5 9 5 .0 0
2 5 0 .0 0  
4 9 5 .0 0 '
1 7 5 .0 0
6 9 5 .0 0








in Indian Sweater Wools








M ID  W INTER
CATALOGUE
OvW 2,300 Price Cuts
•  No down payment resulted on many items.
•  Shop from home — use your phone, call 2001.
SIHPSOM-SLIRS





The dock strikes twelve tomorrow night . . .  A  New Year 
begins. We’d like to start it off with our sincere, good wishes 
to you, our customers and friends, and with our .hearty 
thanks for your patronage and good will. Do have a happy 
New Yearl
MANAGEMENT AND STAFF
BARR &  ANDERSON
594 Bernard
(INTERIOR LTD.) 





Early In The W eek
Shop and Save
■I , ' ■, ' ,
At These V̂, ■
VALUE PLUS STORES
I .  .
r m ]
It is with heartfelt appreciation of your loyal 
patronage that wo take this opportunity to ex­
tend to you and your family our warmest wishei 
for a Now Year that rings In much good luck,' 
good health, prosperity and high happiness. W« 
hope that wo may have the,privilege of serving 
you in the future as we have In  the past.
CROWE'S > l/i  ̂f
See and Hear Stotorofa, TV’s Ftneat
275 LEON AVE, FliONE 2921 (Hit
It's Easy to place a Daily Courier W a n t Ad -  Ph 4 4 4 5
Professloital, Business 
end Ik u s ih o M  
Guide
A iX tH iff lA N T S
CHAtTBKKD
C A M P B E L L ,  I M R I E  
&  A S H L E Y  '
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
phone 2838 
103 Radio BuUdlns Kelowna
R U T H E R F O R D ,  B A Z E n  
. &  C 0 .
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Na 0 — 288 Bernard Ave. 
PHONE 2821
EMERGENCE 




__ __ Dtal 115
B. WOODS
Chartered Accountant
511 LAWRENCE AVE. 
Phone 4434 Kelowna, B.C
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
D .  H .  C L A R K  &  C O .
Accounting Auditing
Income Tax ConiultanU








If onable to cootact a doctor 
Dial 2722
DRUG STORES OPEN
Bondaya. Dolldajra and 
Wedoeadaya 
2 pja. to S’2a pua.
OSOVOOS CUSTOMS HOURS 
Canadian and American 
Customs 
24-bour service.
TOE DAILV COURIER 
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Cars And Trucks 
For Sale
-STOP- AT THE “DEPEND­
ABLE" Used car and truck lot fdr 
the best deal In b°wn. Reliable 
Motors and Tires Ltd, 1658 Pen- 
dozl St. Phone 241U. M-TH-tl
AUTOMOBILE Insurance Rates 
will not be increased. Fruit 
Growers Mutual Insurance Co. 
Phone 4138. tf
Kings Authors
Among Greats W h o  Died In 1957
By KEN SMITH 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
rcUy. 82, retired director of the who was 95 at his death on Dcc.idlcns and Chicago Black Hawks;
WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale”—there are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier. 32-tff
Business Personal
SINGER it SNOWSELL EXCAV­
ATING LTD for ditches, pipe­
lines. septic tanka Phone 6895
M-TH-if
Tires And Accessories
RETREADER TIRES. OR YOUR 
own tires retreaded by factory 
approved methods and materials. 
New tire guarantee. Kelowna 
Motors Ltd. The Valley’s Most 
Complete Shop. M-Th-tf
Articles For Sale
VISIT O. L  JONES USED FUR­
NITURE Dept for best buys! 513 
^ m a rd  Ave M-TH-tf
PIANO TUNING -  50 YEAR’S 
experience. Prices reasonable. 
B. D. Pope. Leave orders at 
Bew’s Appliances, 551 ’ Bernard 
Ave. ' 104
IF YOU WANT THE BEST 
guaranteed ’TV Repair Service 
Call at Rex TV Repair Dept., 249 
Bernard Ave. Phone 3403. tf
T H O M P S O N
ACCOUNTING SERVICE
Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public 
1487 WATER ST, PHONE 3678
ELECTRICAL REPAIRS
WE REPAIR ANYTHING  
ELECTRICAL
M o d e r n  A p p l i a n c e s  
a n d  E l e c t r i c  L t d .
,1607 Pendozi St. Dial 2430
FOR FAST AND RELIABLE 
watch repairs, call at Rex Watch 
and Clock Dept., 24? Bernard 
Ave. Phone 3405.' tf
COLEMAN LARGE SIZE OIL 
Burner Heater equipped with 
electric hot air blov/er, rear 
tank, also high steel stand. Oil 
drum and. copper nipe fittings; 
Completely reconditioned. Best 
offer to sixty dollars takes. P.O. 
Box 131 or Phone 4682. 105
BOYS’ BICYCLE. GOOD CON­
DITION. Apply Cabin 7, Lake- 
view Motel. 105
Articles W anted
DRAPES MADE EXPERTLY -  
Free estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481. 104
Help W anted
WATCHMAN WANTED FOR 
Rutland Park. Free cabin rent 
year round, and casual employ­
ment in summer months. Pre­
ference given to pensioner and 
Rutland resident. Apply to C. D. 
Buckland, RR 2; .E. Mugford, 
Rutland, or A. W. Gray, Real 
Estate, Kelowna. 104
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap iron, steel, brass, copper, 
lead, etc. Honest grading. Prompt 
payment made. Atlas Iron and 
Metals Ltd.. 250. Prior S t, Van­




Dry bush wood, 2 cord load $24; 
one cord $12.50. Phone 2824 or 
8815.* 103
WANTED — GIRL FOR General 
office work. Shorthand not es­
sential. D. Chapman and Co. 
Ltd. 105
PHOTO STUDIOS
P O R T R A I T S
with a Personality
P O P E 'S  S T U D IO
Bernard Avenuj
WILL If AY $5.00 FOR A CAP­
ABLE lady to baby-sit on New 
Year’s Eve. Phone 2620, 103
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
It’s
O K A N A G A N  
S T A T IO N E R S  L T D .
for your office furniture!
1447 Ellis S t Phone 3202
Lost and Found
LOST — A WHITNAUR AUTO­
MATIC watch in the vicinity of 
the Canadian Legion. “Frank 
Oliver’’ engraved on back. Phone 
4487. 103
GOOD FIR SAWDUST — IM­
MEDIATE delivery. Phone 7587.
= tf
DRY BUSH WOOD, DELIVER­
ED, $14 a cord. Phone 3257., ’
107
DRY SLAB AND BUSH WOOD 
for sale — Phone Ivan Spletzer at 
6367. 108
DRY FIR BUSH WOOD; ANY 




SOUR ROOM SUITE NEWLY ecorated, furnished, heated. Air 
conditioned. Private entrance. 
Phone 3104. tf
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD. 
for aU Building Supplies x-Speciai- 
izing in Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or 
Wire Orders Collect. 3600 E. 
Hastings St., Vancouver, ,B.C; 
GLenburn 1500. tf
Farm Produce
TWO ROOM SUITE IN BELBE- 
DERE, Furnished or unfurnish­
ed. Apply 564 Bernard Ave. or
FRESH EGGS DAILY 
Special until Friday'—. 3 dozen 
eggs $1,00; 1 dozen eggs 40c. f'ree






E R N E S T  0 .  W O O D
LAND SURVEYOR
Dial 2746 268 Bernard Ave. 
Kelowna
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISH- 
ED 2 . room suites, private 
shower and toilet. Weekly or 
monthly winter rates $42.50 
month. May to October inclusive 




room. Use“of fridge, gas stove. 
Apply 1660 Ethel St.; Phone; 3670̂  
, '104
JONES—- Funeral service for 
the late .Mrs. Margaret Jane 
Jones; aged 72 years, beloved 
wife of Mr. Peter Jones of 734 
Francis Ave,. who passed away 
in the Kelravna Hospital on Sat­
urday/D ec. 28th. will be. held 
from St; Andrews Anglican 
Church at Okanagan Mission, on 
Tuesday. Dec. 31st at 11 a.m 
Rev. J . E. W. Snowden will «on 
duct the service. Interrment In 
the Church Yard Cemetery.
Sui^vivlng Mrs, Jones is her 
hu$b^nd in Kelowna, and two
nephews in England 
Day’s Funeral Service arc 






The Earl of Athlonc, Canada’s 
governor-general during the Sec­
ond World War, died in 1957. He 
was 82.
A great-uncle of Queen Eliza­
beth, he moved into Government 
House in 1940. His appointment 
lasted until 1946. He had also 
served as governor - general of 
South Africa from 192|3 to 1930,
Much of his stay in Canada was 
devoted to the war effort. He 
toured the country many times, 
getting to know Canadians at 
every level of work.
OLDEST KING
King Haakon VII of Norway, 
the world’s oldest reigning mon­
arch, died aged 85. He ascended 
the throne in 1906 as Norway’s 
first king after the country split 
from Sweden. He insisted on 
plebiscite to show the pcoolc 
wanted him before accepting the 
crown.
Aga Khan ,III, 79 - year - old 
leader of 20,000,000 Ismaili Mos­
lems, died. One of the world’s 
richest men. he received on some 
of his birthdays his \?eight in 
gold, platinuih and diamonds.
In another sphere of kingdoms, 
Petulangro — king of Britain’s 
gypsies — died. More than 90 
years old, he took his throne in 
1937.
MUSIC’S LOSS
Several personalities in. the 
music field died. Arturo Tosca­
nini, considered the greatest con­
ductor of the century, died aged 
89, in New York.
Jean Sibelius, 91, Finland’s r.a= 
tional composer, also died. He 
was noted for his tone poems, 
and wrote Finlandia, now Fin­
land’s national anthem.
Two noted singers—Ezio Pinza 
and Beniamino Gigli — died. 
Pinza, 64, was a leading operatic 
basso in 1948 when he quit opera 
to aopear on Broadway in the hit 
musical South Pacific.
Gigli, 67, was considered heir 
to Enrico Caruso’s title as the 
world’s greatest tenor. 
GOVERNMENT FIGURES 
United States Senator Joseph 
McCarthy, 48, died of a liver ail­
ment. He gave his name to a new 
type of witch-hunting; accusation 
without g i v i n g  the accused 
chance to reply.
Antonin Zapotocky, unbending 
Communist president of Czechor 
Slovakia, died at 72. Theordore 
Koerner, 83-year-old president tof 
Austria since 15 5 1. died.
Japanese carreer diplomat Ma- 
moru Shigemitsu, 69, who signed 
the Jaoanese surrender in 1945, 
died. Earl Jowitt, foriper Labor 
leader in the British ’ House of 
Lords and lord chancellor during 
Clement Atlee’s post-war govern­
ment, died at 72. /
PLAYED TOUGH GUY 
Deaths among Hollywood not­
ables/ included the originator of 
Hollywood’s star system, Louis 
B. Mayer, 72,
Humphrey Bogart, 57, ,who 
played- tough roles on and off the 
screen and fired biting jibes at 
Hollywood life,, died after a long 
fight .with Cancer,
Others who died during the 
yeat were Jimmy Dorsey, 52, one 
of the loading bandleaders of thê
Royal Ontario Museum of Arch­
aeology.
Pierre Bcaulc, 85, who died at 
Quebec Oct. 8, was the first pres­
ident of the Canadian and Cath­
olic Confederation of Labor. Ar­
thur W. Puttee, 89, who died at 
Winnipeg, was a pioneer of the 
Labor Council of Winnipeg.
Two distinguished Canadian ar­
tists' who died; in 1957 were Em 
manucl Otto Hahn, the Toronto 
artist'and sculptor, aged 76, and 
Sir Edmund Wyly Grier, famed 
portrait painter also of Toronto.
SPORTS GREATS
The sports world lost such men 
as George Slater. 70. of Mont­
real, 'president of the Quebec 
Hockey League; Dr. Warren Sny­
der, 54, former University of Tor­
onto football star; Frank (Ike) 
Commlns, 54. president o f  the 
ORFU, and Norm Perry, 52, one­
time Sarnia football player who 
was a former president of the 
Canadian Rugby Union.
Hockey mourned the deaths of 
Dick Irvin, 64, National Hockey
Nels Stewart, 56, former holder 
of the NHL ^1-scoring record, 
and RoyVforters, 57, former star 
goalie witn New York Americans.
Among well-known women who 
died In 1957 were Dr. ’Minerva E. 
Reid,' retired physician and sur­
geon of Toronto: Mrs. Maud 
BrUnton, 71, Salvation Army lieu- 
tenant-colonel at Toronto; 
Ernest Legcr. mother of Cardinal 
Lcger of Montreal and Lady Al­
lan, 84, widow of Sir Hugh Mon< 
tagu Allan of Montreal.
Mrs. G. Howard Ferguson,
League c o a c h  with Toronto I widow of the former Ontario pre^ 
Mapla Leafs. Montreal Cana-'micr and Canadian high'commis­
sioner t6 London, died at Toronto 
Oct. 21. Mrs. George Black, for- 
mcr Independent Conservativa 
MP for the Yukon, died at White­
horse on Nov. 1, and Miss Mary 
Campbell Ames, sister of the lato 
Sir Herbert Ames, was 103 at her 
death in Montreal on Dec. 15.
Oldest ot the centenarians who 
died this year was Mrs. Georgo 
Thomas, 109, of Traverse Bay, 
Man. William Featherstonaugh ot 
Toronto was 108, and Morris- 
Goldman, a retired tailor at Win­
nipeg, was 107. George A. Hem- 
street was 103 when he died at 
Milton. Ont., last February, and 
hla wife, also 103, died in August
P R IN T E D  P A T T E R N
’‘ser!
> v \ -




COLLIES LIKE LASSIE. Reg 
istered show pet herding stock.
$35 ud Stud'service Starcross—
20453 26th Rd.. Hammond, RG. lj[93o7and 1940s: Oliver Hardy. 64-' 
^ - T " - t l | voar-old fat man of the Stan 
Laurel - Oliver Hardv comedy 
comedv team; and
FOUR ROOM HOUSE FOR 
rent in city limits. Apply Box 
3242 Courier. 103
WARM FURNISHED SLEEP- 
room, Bernard Lodge, 911 Ber­
nard, phone 2215. tf
W anted To Rent
P R IN T E D  P A T T E R N
SAFEWAY EMPLOYEE RE­
QUIRES 5 or 6 room house, un­
furnished. Will take good care of 
your property. Please phone 
3252. 104
Property For Sale
NEISER — Funeral service for 
the late Mrs. Paulina Neiscr ol 
1388 ElUs St., aged 62 years, who 
I^ssed away in the Kelowna Gen 
oral Ho.'spital on Friday. Dec. 27 
will bo held from the First Luth 
eran Church ot Tuesday,. Dec 
3lst at 2 p.m. Rev. A, Jones will 
conduct tno service. Internment 
in the Kelowna Cemetery.
Surviving Mrs, Neiscr Is her 
husband, Berthold, 5 sons and 5 
daughters. 17 grandchildren, one 
hrothcr and 5 sisters.
Day’g Funeral Service are In 
charge of the arrangements.
HOME WITH REVENUE, HALF 
acre lot. Suitable for retired 
couple or man with family, 
Phone 3104. tf
N I C E  PIECE PROPERTY, 
home and nicans lor substantial 
income, spacious grounds $30,- 
000—$8,500 down payment or 
outright. Owner’s accommoda­
tion, 8 2-rooni suites, each has 
luxury of private shower' and 
toilet. Space for additional 3 dr 
drtoom suite. If not able ‘to 
contact write for appointment 
784 Elliott Ave. 92-M-Th-tf
SC11ABBR J- Funeral service for 
ttro lote Mrs, Carolina Schnber, 
aged 74 years, beloved wife of 
Mr. Jacob Schabor of 864 Coro­
nation Ave., who passed away in 
the Kelowna HosMtal on Fridoy, 
Dec. 27th, will be held from the 
Full Gtapel Pentecostal Church 
on ^ P '"'
Rev; A: Drewltx will conduct the 
service. Interrment In the Kel­
owna Cemetery.
' Surviving Mrs. Schaber Is her 
husband, and 9 kons. 3 daughters 
and 28 grandchildren, 1 sister.
Day's S\ineral Service are in 
charge of the arrangements.
Business O ppM unities
OPERATOR REQUIRED FOR 
Idlly equipped hotel cafe in 
Okanagan. town. Ref 
ulred. Write Box 428.
Coming Events
O.K. SOCIAL CREDIT GROUP 
New Vear’B Eve Patty, Women’s 
Institute Hall. December 31 
S:00 p.m. Cards, games am 
dance. Refreshments will bo (wt 
luck. , Everybody Is asked to 
bring something. Admitslon £0c 
Everybody welcome, lOS
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MOSS > PAINTINQ AND 
ittng contrectot. Kelowna, 
jRxtenor tand Interior palnt- 
f ^ ’* paper hmiglng. Phone your 
tmuiicmenui now. Phone 357S 
^  M-Tll-U
ClsasUled Cards 
y count rllncs daily _8 P.00 month 
Dally for 9.month* ... (ISO month 
Belch addltlonol lino . 2.0A month 
Jne Inch dally 17JUI month 
Jsm Inch 
StiBsae wesA — —  lOAO u m ^
Tito middy ,' look — favorite 
fashion for school. Choose plaid 
'n’ plain or a solid with the crikp 
contrast of white collar and cuffs 
for thl.>i nowwory-ensy Printed 
Pattern. Choose n winter cotton.
Printed Pattern .0268; Girls' 
Sl*e.n 6, 8. 10. 12, 14. Size 10 skirt 
2>,i yards 35-inch: blouse, 111 
yard,<t; yard contrast.
Printed directions on each pat 
torn part. Easier, accurate,
, Bcml FIFTY CENTS (50cl In 
dolns (stamps cannot bo accenl- 
cdl for this pattern. Plcltso p m t 
plainly SIZE. NAME. ADDRESS. 
STYLE NUMBKH. '
' Send your ortlcr to MARIAN
Erich von
Stroheim, 71-year-old stiff-necked 
personification of a- Prussian offi- 
ccV. '
FASIHON LEADER,
Christian Dior, 52 - year - old 
Peri.sir.n d r e s s  designer who 
more than anyone else since the 
end of Ihe war dictated what 
what women should wear and 
how, died, • '
In the field of authot-s,. novelist 
Christopher Morlcy died at 66, 
Kepneth Roberts. 71. who won 
fame for his vivid historical 
novels, died.
Diamond-king Sir Ernest Op- 
penheimer, 77, was one of the 
world’,s leading Industrial figures 
who died. Lord Inverclyde, 69- 
ycar-old director of the Cunard 
Steamship I îric, died. He was one 
of Britain’s richest citizens. ' 
Two notorious American" gang­
sters died. Albert Anastasia. 55; 
year-old reputed leader, in Mur­
der, Inc., was shot down in a 
barbcr.shon in New York. George 
(Bug.s) Moran; Chicago gangland 
foe of Al (Scarfacc) Canope; died 
ncnccfully—In a federal poniten- 
tlnry.
Hero arc some other notable 
persons who died in 19.57:
Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd. 
..J, jTolar explorer who was the 
first man to fly over both poles.
Josephine Hull, 71, Broadway 
actress who appeared In Arsenic 
and Old I,.acc. Harvey, and The 
Solid Gold Cadillac.
Edouard Hcrrlot, 84, thrcc'-tlmc 
president of France. ,
Viscount Chcrwcll,«71. V/artlmc 
selcntlflc' adviser to Sir Winston 
Churchill. >
Among military figures. Air 
Vice-Marshal, E. W. Stedmnn, 
former director-general of re­
search for the RCAF, died at Ot­
tawa at ag«» 69. Col. H. Willis 
O'Connor, former aldc-do-cnmn 
to Canada’s Govcrnors-Gcncrnl, 
was 71 at Ws death In Ottawa, 
Dr. B., L. NeillV. who died at 
Halifax; was chief of the Cana 
dlnn Dental Corps in the First 
W o r l d  War. arid M l q k c y  
O'BourKo, DuhUn-borfi VC winner
J R . - S L I M  J U M P E R
With blouses or sweaters, 4t’s 
jumper. Alone, it's a sheath 
Iress-^esigned to enhance the 
ines of your junior figure. Make 
this Printed Pattern in 'plaid 
wool with a solid blouse.
Printed Patterh 9060: Junior
Miss sizes 9, 11, 13, 15, 17. Size 
13 jumper' takes IVz yards 54- 
inch; blouse ly* yards.
Printed directions on each pat­
tern part. Easier, accurate.
Send FIFTY CENTS (50c) in 
coins (stamps cannot bC accept­
ed) for this pattern. -Please print 
plainly SIZE. NAME, ADDRESS, 
STYLE NUMBER. 1 
Bequests, for Patterns should be 
addressed to: MARIAN MARTIN 
c/o The Kelowna Courier Pat­
tern Dept., 60 Front St., W., Tor­
onto. Delivery of patterns will 
take about ten days.
r* ■
‘i;-v
.Hard times have fallen on% 
the British Columbia commun­
ity of Britannia whete a cop­
per mine is the only source of 
income for 700 wage-earners. 
With falling copper prices. 
Howe Sound Company has cut 
production and finally planned
M INE RELIEF
to close the mine. The federal 
government stepped in, how­
ever, announcing plans to con­
tribute $16,000 monthly toward 
keping the mine open through­
out the winter. Federal Contri­
butions, together with $4,000 
monthly from -the B.C. govern­
ment, are expected to keep 
350-400 men on the job. The 
company, which has begun 
economy measures at other 
properties, expects to suffer 
substantial losses at Britan­
nia despite government help.
1958 May Be Happier 
For Postal Sorters
V ,
By JACK VAN DU8EN
Canadian Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP)—Postal brains 
I of three countries have joined 
forces to help the hara.sscd mail 
sorter get away from nicmoriz- 
|ing thousands of addresses.
Eheperts from Canada, Britain 
land the ' United States havo 
formed a 13-man team which is 
visiting the three countries to 
pool ideas on mechanization of 
I the mails.
Mechanization is the only, an- 
|swcr to the growing demands on
the Canadian po.stal system. Post-\]ductlon ,of machines will do littlo 
master - General William Hamll-
memorize from 2,000 to 6,000 ad­
dresses—street names, zone num­
bers and even rural routes—In 
their area? In big cities they 
have to sort the mall for provln 
clal as well as city distribution. |gtudy, 
Mr. Hamilton said the object of 
the touring group is to pool’ the 
research brains of the three 
countries and to prqvcnt duplica­
tion of research so that mechan­
ization of the malls will be 
speeded up.
“Mail handling is Increasing so 
rapidly in Canada that the intro
ing it almost impossible for the 
sorter to keep up,
“Don’t get the idea that ipails 
arc going to break down,” said 
Mr. Hamilton. “Things .aren’t 
that critical but they are seri-. 
ous.”
TEST MACHINES 
He s^id the U.S. has a machine 
that sorts four letters a second 
and even "reads" typewritten 
addresses. Britain has another 
that Canadian experts want to
m
of (he First Wojrld War, was 82 at 
his death In Vancouver.
Education lost Dr. J. A. Ix>ng, 
65, director of research at the On­
tario College of Education In Tor­
onto; Very Rev. Reginald See­
ley, 49. provost of Trinity Col 
lege. Toronto; and Dr. Kenneth
S Norris, 54, former president Sir George WlUlams. College 
at Montreal.
Ctone finom sclentllle ranks nre 
Prof. Arthuilr I,.. Pam na. 83, for-.  .......... ......... ...MAR'MN. C/'o TTte Kelowna OMiiv mifP ^  0„,
Icr Pattern Dept'., 9(|,Front SLjtarh^ Museum'of Mlnernlogy nl; 
West* Toronto. iToronto, and Or. Charles T. Cur-
»AtVUk W U ( U
ten said in an Interview. Other 
countries are faced with the 
Isamo problem,
Mr, Hamilton had Just returned 
Ifrom the United States for a look 
at the U.S. systeni and plans to 
visit Britain early inlO Si 
HEAVY TAK8
There arc about 12,000 mpil 
sorters In Canada whb have to
This comparing of notes may 
also help iron out the kinks In 
the Canadian sorter being per­
fected in Ottawa. Cnpoble of sort* 
ing 600 letters a minute, the II.- 
000,000 machine was to go Into 
operation months ago, but it Is 
still going through trial runs.
more than keep the present stuff 
nbrenst," said the 38-ycar-old 
cabinet minister from Montreal, 
“We’ve been plagued with the 
memory problem with the aver­
age sorter having |o know at 
least 2,000 points, Compare that 
to the working vocabulary of 
about 800 words in a language.” 
The rapid growth of now ur­
ban areas in Canada was mak-
i / y  C o
F A V O R I T E  C R O C H E T ,
Tlioy’rc easy to crochet—they! 
arc a simple and classic design, 
You will find many uses for these 
dollies, Start them now;
Pattern 781: Crochet directions 
for 19 and 13-lnch dolly In No, 
30 cotton. They measure 2(1 and 
19 Inches In string.
Send THIRTY-FIVE CENTS In 
coins (.stamps cnnhol be accept­
ed) for this pattern to LAURAj 
WHEELER, Nccdlccrall Dept., 
Kelowna Courier Pattern Dept., 
60 Front St. W, Toronto. Print 
plainly PATTERN NUMBER.! 
your NAME and ADDRESS.
As a bonus, TWO comillclo pa^| 
terns arc printed rlglit In oufj 
m j  Laura Wheeler Nccdlecraft 
Book. Dozens of other dcBlgns| 
you’ll want to order—easy fascin­
ating handwork for yourself, your 
home,' gifts, bazaar Iteins. Scndl 
25 cents for your copy of this Ixwkj 
today!
ROOM AND BOARD
NOTDW IMLOSINS  
MrtStEEPOVEgfr,- 
Biff WHAT 0 0  VOP 
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SAND and GRAVEL  
TOP SOIL and PILL D lR t  
BULLDOZING  
J. W. BEDFORD LTD. 
2021 Stirling Flaoa
Id* Stinlsy CarJIair 
ThU week In Th« Star 
W eejcl; Erie Stanley Oard-* 
inar (A. A. Pair) te lli - a 
thrilling story about a ijulat 
little  man who wakea up ift 
the apartifient o{ a strange 
and beautiful woman, and 
his w ife ia not tha undar- 
standing type! "Some SUpa 
Don’t ShoV*. the perfect 
sstrilp for blackmail, la filU  
cd with humor and'' eua- 
pense. It’a a top m y it< ^  ti^ 
America’a top m y a l e r y  
w r i t e r  in this wackTi 




By ALTON L. BLAKESLEE
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)-M m  Is 
not aa aniiiuil but a |dant which 
avxjjvtd from brown seaweed, 
b ie to i^  said today.
Oascrlbinc a new theory ot 
avohitioo, be said:
**AU sfilmab are in reality a 
fype id hii^-m od^hed plant life, 
om ved a  blUion years or so ago 
frotn a «nnmon ancestry with 
the brown seaweed.’*
From .r a c e n t  new evidence. 
**We are forced to conclude that 
all life belongs to only one king< 
dom, ffrhich in all honesty must 
be rechfnized as the k in ^ m  of 
l^ants,”  saU Lawrence S. DUlon.
associate professor of biology at 
Texas A. and M. OoUcge.
Dr. Dilton outlined the theory 
to the American Association for 
the Advai^m eot of Seiaice.
It is based upon many studies 
trad o f evolutiim in a  new way. 
This method traces the evoiuthm- 
ary pattern by changes and de­
velopments in the internal struc­
tures cd living cells. Different 
types 0 1  living things are dassi- 
bM accmding to t h ^  cell struc­
ture and complexitiea.
This all points to plants as the 
beginning of life on earth.
The older the<»7 of evolution is 
that life somehm began spontan- 
foufly. These first Udng things 
developed into * plants on one 
land.^nd animals on the other.
The new Idea Is that blue-green 
algae, a form of microscopic 
plant life, are the simplest living 
things. Dr. Dillon said. Viruses 
prorahly are still simpler, be ac­
knowledged. but - t h e i r  inner 
structure isn’t  yet known.
Over 300,000 
Loee Homes In 
Ceylon Floods
COLOMBO, Ceylon (Reuters) 
More than 200 persons are re­
ported dead as one of the worst 
floods in Ceylpn‘8 history still 
spreads its trail of devastation 
across the Island.
Some 300.000 are homeless and 
destitute in the wake of floods 
''and landslides following week- 
long rains.
T te  east-coast fishing town of 
Muttur is under water and its 
5.000inhabitants e v a c u a t e d .  
Some 100 families are missing 
from the area around Parakrama 
Samudra, largest artificial irri­
gation lake in the north central 
province.
Casualty figures are based on 
unofficial estimates, since dis­
rupted communications h a v e  
made official tallies impossible.
Low-lying areas of northern 
Colombo were submerged today, 
and thousands of citizens were 
being evacuated.
Prime Minister Solomon Ban- 
daranaike Friday night appealed 
for help from neighboring coun­
tries. He thanked Canada and In­
dia for their immediate aid.
TBE DAILY COURIER y  
MON.. DEC. 39, 19S7 f
Jobless Total 
Climbs Steadily
- PENTICTON. B.C. iCP) — Al 
most 2.000 workers are unem- 
I^ycd in the Penticton area, 
says the monthly summary, 
employment conditions of the 
National Employment Service.
Total number of applicants reg­
istered for employment a t the 
office December 24 was 1,106 men 
aM  839 women, compared to 686 
men and 727 women at the same 
time last year.
Unemployment has been inten­
sified by deterioration of forestry 
activity. Three sawmills have 
closed down, affecting 100 work­
ers. I
C O N T R A C T  B R ID G E
Coast
Killed In U.S.
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CaAf. (AP) 
—William J. Agnew, 20,»of 2023 
West 47th St. Vancouver, died 
last night from injuries received 
in an automobile accident Thurs­
day night north of here.
Agnew, a telephone company 
employee at Vancouver, suffered 
head and internal injuries.
He was riding in a car driven 
by Miss Sarah Barnhill. 31, of 
San Luis O b i^ . The driver lost 
control of the vehicle and it 
crashed into a highway guard 
rail.
San Luis Obispo is midway be­
tween San ..IVancisco and Los. 
Angeles.
WASHINGTON (CP) -  A rap- 
idly>increasing surplus of oil is 
the’ basic' reason for President 
Eisenhower’s decision to restrict 
imports of foreign oil, including 
crude from Canada, into the U.S 
West Coast beginning Jan. 1.
The ajmple fact is that foreign 
oil is pouring into the West (toast 
faster than it can be consumed. 
Inventories have risen to an all- 
time high at a time when con­
sumption of oil is declining in the 
United States.
The U.S. regards excessive Im' 
ports of foreign oil as a threat 
to the national security. It feels 
that such a condition discourages 
the exploration and development 
of domestic U.S. oil fields as wall 
as putting the marginal U.S. pro­
duction out of business. In time 
of war, should the U.S. suddenly 
find itself dependent on domestic 
oil production, this could be ^s- 
astrous.
GOVERNMENT STEPS IN
With this in mind, and noting 
a sham rise in foreign imports, 
the Eisenhower administration 
asked U.S. importers last month 
to outline their import plans for 
1858. Their >feplies indicated they 
planned to bring in even more 
foreign oil than they did this 
year.
The government decided to 
step in. Last Tuesday, the White 
House announced that Eisen­
hower had decide  to apply the 
voluntary oil import program to 
the West Coast area, which in­
cludes the states of California, 
Wasjiington, Oregon, Arizona and 
Colorado. *
EMERGENCnn^ANDING 
EARLTON, Ont. (CP) —A 
Trans - Canada Air Lines plane 
with 10 passengers aboard made 
an emergency landing here early 
Friday after a power failure 
knocked out several of its instru- 
znents. A TCA spokesman said 
the plane was a DC-3 which had 
taken off *from Earlton for North 
Bay, 100 miles south, a few, min­
utes before. The spokesman said 
passengers were not aware any­




PARIS (Reuters) — Secretary- 
General Dag Hammarskjold of 
the United Nations and France’s 
Foreign Minister Christian Pi- 
neau held informal talks today on 
world problems in the foreign 
minister’s country residence near 
P aris .'
Hammarskjold is here nrivately 
as the guest of Pine^u. No state­
ment'on their discussions is ex­
pected.
Hammarskjold is on his way 
to New York after soending 
Christmas in the Middle East) He 
had talks with President Nasser 
of Egypt in Cairo Thursday.
. By B. JAY BECSEB 
(Top Reeprd-Bti^er In Masters’ 





4 J 8 6 4
A Q J 8 7 3
WEST • EAST
4 A K 8 6  A Q 7 8 4 2
Y A 8  O K J 7 4
O A K 9 7  ''
, 4 K 6 5 _  « A 2
SOUTH 
A'lO 8 8 
Oi 0 6  3 2 
 ̂ 010 3 a
♦  1094
-Tlw bidding:
Nwtb East South West
Pass Pasa 1 A DM4.
Pass Pass Pass
Opening lead—king of spades. 
Seventeen countries played in 
the E u r o p e a n  championships 
when they were held in Vienna 
this summer. The Italian team, 
ciurent holders of the world title, 
was again triumphant. They wfil 
meet an American'team in a 
match for the world champion­
ship at Lake Como next month.
As usual, when the European 
Championships are conducted, the 
players representing their, respec­
tive countries were dead serious. 
But despite the unremitting ten­
sion which dramatizes the tourna­
ment, and,' indeed, each bid and 
play, there are always hands 
which; come up that are good ’for
I a laugh.
The deal shown was played 
when Poland clashed with Aus­
tria. Where Poland held the 
North - South cards, and after 
North and East had passed. South 
acted on a hunch West would 
open the bidding if he didn’t. So 
South bid a spade.
West reasoned his hand was 
good enough to contest the spade 
bid and ovcrcalled with an in̂  
formatory double. North, curious 
to see what would develop, 
passed. East, apparently of the 
same frame of mind, also passed.
South was rather dubious about 
the whole affair, by this time. 
Seeing no prospect of game in 
any other suit, he decided to play 
at the part score contract and 
passed.
The Austrian West opened the 
king of spades and continued with 
the ace and another spade. In due 
course of time East and West 
gathered every ̂  trick and South 
found himself down seven—1,300 
points to Austria. '
When the other Polish pair 
played the same deal they held 
the East-West cards. 'Che bidding 
took a different course. After 
North passed. East opened with 
one spade. The Austrian South 
felt no compunction to bid and 
East-West eventually contracted 
for a grand slam. The contract 
was made with ease and Poland 
scored 22,210 points.
So Poland gained 910 points on 
the deal, haviqg played a spade 
contract with both thhe North- 
Sounth and East-West cards.
P.S. Poland lost the match.
DAILY CROSSWORD
EDEN CONVALESCING'
LOOE, England (Reuters)—Sir 
Anthony Eden spent Christmas In 
bed here convalescing from a re­
cent attack of fever, it was 
learned Friday. He and Lady 
Eden will leave Cornwall Mon­
day to move to a house in Berk­
shire.
Ripley's BELIEVE IT OR NOT
voM(ii»R>uy
. iwar NtddenlaJe.EnaUind 
A filMULATEP RUM CONDUCTED 






















17. The head ' 
(slang)













33. Earth as a 
goddess .
34. Cover
36. a ty  (Pa.)
37. Discloses































































a iaaida rni^esa 
HOEQ 'Caaa a  
insQaiuag] qqu. 
HB . a a a  HEcr 
:.--.Q aa0na0  
siQua la a a  □ 
QBB oanacss] 
EB QQS] a3Q
BfflEat) a a a a _  









of F«t*rara, Italy 
LecruREPONIAEOiaNEAT . 
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DAILY CRYTOQUOTE -  Here’s how to .work It:
A X Y D L B  A A X R  
I Is L 0  N G F  E L L 0  W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A Is used 
f<̂ r the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, 
the length and formation of the words aro all hints. Each day the 
code letters are c|lffei:cnt.
' A Cryptofiam Quotation /
Q F U Z K W  C K W ?  M F  M J L U  T U B  
U F E F L  A T U  M F< J[ T K Q P I _  S L X S F U .
Saturday’s .CryptoRuote: YOU CANNOT CONIDUER AMERICA 





Planetary aspects now augur 
well for family-Int^lrests, soriul 
funcRons and artistic pursuits.
The early hours will also be -bx̂ ' 
ccUcnt for seeking and granting 
favors. In the fermer case, be 
toctfol in your approach, how­
ever, ■., ..: . ‘ •
fOR THE BIRTHDAY '.'-'* '
' It tomorrow ia your' birthday, 
your horoscope Indicates,that you 
are currently in a gornl .cycle 
where money matters are con­
cerned. You sbpuld.bb aMp to 
earn niore and save ntore ond, if 
you capitalise on opportunities 
to invest between now and the 
end ot May, your bankbook should 
profit., It's important,' however, 
that you use yewr, very best judg» 
tnent, and that your Investments 
be sound ones. ,<
W here'Job m itters are con­
cerned. you {♦mild iHjt have any 
so r̂ioua probleins to filague you 
dtiring the next year. In fact, 
using your IkUla and tolentx to 
I the utmost, you should bo able tc 
make quite n bit of advancement. Iferenco rlvola.
Generous Influences govern your 
personal life, too. Between Juno 
and Qctober there is promise of 
many stimulating social acUv - 
ties, and your domestic life shoul 
bo free of shadow. All In oil, 
moat pleasant outlopk.
A child born on this day wUt 
be'endowed y îth an cxccptlon-akcen mind ai)d fine literary
TRAIN WRECK KILLS 2 
.REUS,  Spain (AP)-^TIie Mad- 
rid-Barcclona express tra in , mas 
derailed near this northeast city 
pvidoy, killing three persons and 
injuririg 30, The accidi^nt was 
blamed on a broken fall/ A sleep­
ing car and a passengea car rol- 
jed down a 36-foot cmronkment.
TlIUNDE^fURIMl LOSH 
srniuA w L k JTTtie 
Logged 
victory over the 
Unlvcn^lty of BrlUsli'Columbia 
Ihunderblrds hero- Friday night
in a  ̂non-league bsi.<iketball m te u
lag between (ho Evergreen (ton- 
f r  ri als, r
JVRJST JOMER CAMIXttKrg aOR 
MWOIOS HOPM6 RRtT Rsay.— <
..Txara nwvQua 
tcxsuaistH s 
K S rC O O K R W iV f* 
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DOMT CRY CORA. 
YOU can STAY 









S T O ^ c
'  %
NO, JUNIOR, I’M 
OONNA PAINTA 
BLOOMIN’ THING.'
IT ’S J U S T A  L IT T L E  LABOÎ  
SAVIN’ IDEA I  THOUGHT UP.’ BETCHA IT ’LL  ICE A  DO ZEN C O O K IE S .. 
WITH ONE S W IP E .''
WELL ...TIME TO 60 
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FIRE DEPARTMENT'S "M ASCO T' l l
\ On duty around the clock is 
**Sparky," Kelowna Volunteer 
Fire Department’s two-year-old 
mascot. A “natural” for his
job, Sparky ' snarls when he 
smells srrioke. Sparky seems to 
enjoy the atmosphere around 
the firehall and provides many
laughs and enjoyable moments 





Prieea quoted on a net baids.
All Cdn. Compound 4.75 5.16
All Cdn. Dividend , 5.41 5.88
Can. Invest. Fund 7.75 8.51
Diversified *‘B’ 2.95 3.25
Grouped Income 3.06 3.34
Investors Mutual 8.94 9.66
Trans-Canada “B" 23.25





B.A. OU 32% 33
B.C. Forest 8 8%
B.C. Phone 37% 37%
Bell Phone 39% ,39%
B.C. Power 36% 36%
Canadian Oil 25% 25%
CUR 21% 22
Cons. Paper 29 . 29V4
Ckyis. M and S 16V« 16%
Dist. Seag. 25 25V«
Fam. Players 14% 15
Ford A 59 59%
Imp. OU 39% 40%
Ind. Accep. . 25% . 25%
Inland Gas * 6% 6%
Int. Nickel 69 69%
Inter Piye 36̂ 4 36%
Lucky Lager 4.25 4.35
Massey Harris . 6 6V«
McColl Fron. 52 53
MacMU. B 23% 24%
Okan. Phone 9.75 10.50
Page Hersey 104% 105%
PoweU River 30 31
A. V. Roe 12% 12%
Steel of Can. 47% 48
Trans. Mtn. PI. 56 57
Walkers 74% 75
West. Ply. 10% 11
OILS
Bid Asked
Cal. and Ed. 18% 18%
Cdn. Hucky 10% 11
Cent. Del Rio 6.05 6.25
Fort St. John 8.S0 - 3.95
Home Oil A 13% 14
Home Oil B 13% .13%



















N. Ont. Gas 8%
Trans. Canada C 19% 
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CanaJians To Hnd New Year's Eve 
Fun-B ut Perhaps Very Expensive
BOND QUOTATIONS
British Columbia Tree Fruits’ 
Ltd. has made an official protest 
to the board of transport commis* 
sioners over the 3.6 per cent 
.freight rate increase."
In a lengthy letter to the trans­
port board, G. S. Webster, traffic 
manager, summarized the plight 
of the industry, and submitted 
there is adequate reason for the 
board to grant special considera­
tion to growers.
A special ^tting of the board 
wiU be held here March 10.
Mr. Webster said:
“ . . . We are most alarmed 
to find the board may be pre­
pared to offer additional assist* 
ance to the railways at the ex­
pense of a hard-pressed industry 
such as our own.
"ECELLENT CASE”
“Chronologically. the matter of 
equalization of commodity rates 
deserved priority handling, and 
we believe we have an exceUent 
case for relief in the commo^ty 
rate field.
“We would remind you again of 
the special recognition accorded 
. . .  growers in Chief Commis­
sioner Kearney’s remarks at a 
public hearing in Ottawa June 
11, 1956 . . . ”
Mr. Webster gave reasons why 
the industry should not have to 
bear an additional load:
1; “ ’The increase . . .  is not sus­
ceptible to being applied on a 
horizontal busis to all traffic.”
2. “We have demonstrated to 
the board the depressed condition 
of the British Columbia fruit in­
dustry.”
3. . . , *”rhe railways' case for 
Increase rests mainly on their 
incapacity to earn sufficient ro- 
tums at existing levels. This be­
ing so. we wouid submit that 
neither the board nor the carriers 
can afford to ignore the position 
of an Industry which demonstr 
ates its incapacity to pay.”
4. .“The proportion of the con­
sumer dollar paid for transport­
ation already is no inconsiderable
one, and in some cases is actually 
higher than the return to grow­
ers.”
5. “Quite apprt from the de­
gree of prosperity or depression 
of our indusby, we have submit­
ted a convincing case for freight 
rate reduction on its own merits 
in our presentation to the board 
May 25, 1956.”
6. “ Our competitors in the U.S. 
northwest have built up valuable 
markets With the assistance of
transportation c o s t s  infinitely 
lower than our own.”
7. “As an integral part of the 
Western Canadian agricuultural 
economy, we submit that the 
special assistance to which we 
are entitled by way of freight 
rate modification is long over­
due.”
In conclusion, the brief asks 
the board to shelve the pending 
increase until after the commis 




OTTAWA (CP)—Federal loans 
totalling $449,337 for low-rental 
housing units in Winnipeg and 
West Vancouver were announced 
today.
They include $397,337 for con­
struction of 55 apartment units 
for low-income families in Win­
nipeg and $52,000 for a 16-unit 
housing project for old people at 
West Vancouver. The loans are
UNION AIMS
Continued from Page 1
here to run a strike until hell 
freezea over. They (the transit 
authority) are not going to run 
the subways and powerhouses 
tviUi an injunction.''
T h e  TWU’a strike, threats have 
received no support from the 
Motormep's Benevolent Associa­
tion, the smitU. independent union 
whose walkout ended two weeks
ago after disrupting subway_8cr- 
vlce for eight days. Tt 
belongs to the Af L c io .
The MBA struck to dramatize 
demands for craft union bargain­
ing rights. The TWU won a sys­
tem-wide election Dec. 16 for the 
right to act ns sole bargoining 
agent for the city’s 31.000 Iransli: 
workers. ' .
Govenwr A V e r  «11 llarrlman 
said In Albany after hearing of 
the strike v o te  that f i t  is the 
resnpnslbiUty of the transit au­
thority and other responsible offi­
cials to invoke the; laws of the 
state to prevent a strike or stop 
It If it comes."
He added: . . There cannot
be one law for thb motormen and 
another for (Quill.'*' . .
, A s ta te 'la w  pravUes severe 
IwiMUtes. tncUidtng dlsmlisah for 
•triklnei tnibllc employees hut- It 




MONTREAL (C P )-ln  an ad­
dress Saturday at the banquet 
closing the Canadian University 
Press conference, Charles H. 
Peters, president of the Montreal 
Gazette, Urged college graduates 
to enter journalism.
He jnld newspapers face com­
petition from other media, creat­
ing a need for better - trained 
newspaper men. Reports, Mr. 
Peters a d d e d ,  must have n 
deeper insight Into social and 
political matters as society grows 
more complax. ,
The conference rejected a mo­
tion by the University of British 
(folumbia c r i t i c i z i n g  Can­
ada’s metropolitan - p r e s a of 
''practices not, in keeping with 
journalistic standards."
The vote was tied on a motion 
hv La Rotondo of the University 
of Ottaa suggesting the C.U.P. 
spend more time a t its conform 
cnees on symposia .and lectures 
by professional newspaper ipen 
and less on administrative (nat­
ters.
The Rycrabnlan of the Ryersbn 
Institute was admitted to C.U.P. 
with nil privileges -of the nsso- 
ctatton except admission to n 
competitions,
\ QilUs Purcell, general man­
ager of The Canadian Press, was 
elected honorary president.
The University of Western. On­
tario Gazette of London, Ont,; 
was a w . o r d e d  the Southam 
Trophy for all - rbund technical 
excellence among English - Ian 
g ti a g 0 university newspapers 
published more than twice 
week.
The Bracken TVojdiy for the 
best editorial writing wept to the
i S K ' e t s : .
Host paper for next year’s con 




Okanagan Investments Liitiited 
280 Bernard Avenae, 
Kelowna. B.C.
(as at 12 noon E.S.T.) 
Dominion of Canada
Bid
5th Victory Loan 
3% due 1959 
6th Victory Loan 
3% due 1960 
7th Victory Loan 
3% due 1962 
8th Victory Loan 
3% due 1963 
9th Victory Loan 




By THE Ca n a d ia n  p r e s s  IWindsor also- report brisk busi- 
The New Year arrives in Hall- ness. Prices rpnge from $5 to $50 
fax and Vancouver four hours!a couple. Thousands of new Ca- 
apart but no matter what hour nadians in these centres will 
i t s  celebrated Canadians will gather at their national clubs to 
find New Year’s Eve fun—and mark the event in toehr own par- 
perhaps expensive fun. Ucular manner.
How it’s celebrated and how This will be the first New 
much it costs depends on the In- Year’s Eve in which Manitolm’s 
dividual’s locale and tastes. In new cocktail bars and liquor out- 
Quebec the holiday is treated as!lets in restaurants and cabarets 
a religious ami family festival have been open. The liquor con- 
and Montreal, considered Can- trol board said no special rules 
ada’s inost boisterous city, closes will govern outlets during the 
its bars at 10 p.m. although din- holiday and restaurants and bars 
ing and dancing will continue un- will stop selling liquor at mid- 
til much latpr. i night and cabarets a t 1 a.m. It
In Newfoundland, New Year’s costs $10 for a reservation at the 
Is ̂  traditionally a time to visit Fort Gary or Royal Alexandra 
the premier and other officials hfltels -In Winnipeg, 
who are at home to guests dur- Club proprietors in SsTskatoon 
ing the day. ' and Regina said they expect to
But in the Maritimes and west be booked up for dancii^ and 
of Montreal it will be an expen- supper at $8 a person. Liquor is 
sive celebration as Canadians re- extra and formal attire expected, 
joice by discarding the worries $18 FOR DANCING 
and inhibitions collected during Edmonton and Calgary supper
1957. '  clubs are c h a r g i n g  $10 for ___
PRICES UNCHANGED / dancing only. Liquor may be pur-1 for â suppci^ance, 
Prices are generally the same 
as last year, a Canadian Press 
survey showed. For those with 
limited resources $5 will get a 
gentleman and his girl into a 
midnight show with money to 
spare for popcorn, lunch after-1 
wards and a bus ride home.
I Big-time spender^ can blow!
$100 without much trouble on din-
chased only a t privato dubs 
where the Initial fee is a  hm  
dollars less than the regular 
spots. There are few facilities for 
large celebrations in Medicine 
Hat and activity will centre In 
dance balls, movies and inrivate 
homes. .
The start of British ColumUa's 
centennial year wiU add special 
sparkle to that province’s New 
Year celebration.
The bells of Vancouver’s Holy 
Rosary Cahtedral will ring in the 
year with a specially Composed 
centennial peal. The first boy and 
girl bom in the city In 19» will 
receive education grants, money 
and gifts worth more than $5,000 
each. »•
Restaurants and night clubs 
have planned New Year’s ^ e  
dinner dances and many will dis­
play centennial emblems, al­
though the main centennial year 
events do not start until May.
’The Hotel V a n c o u v e r  will 
charge patrons $16.50 a couds
Veteran Newspaperman, PRO 







being made under the National 
Housing Act to limited-dividend 
housing companies.
The announcement said that 
the Winnipeg project, undertaken 
by the Premier Holding Company 
limited, will include 44 two-bedi- 
rooin apartments and 11 one-bed­
room apartments.
Monthly rent lor the larger 
apartments would be $73.50 for 
families with incomes up.to $3,- 
510, and for the, one-bedroomL 
apartments $66.50 for families 
with incomes up to $3,090.
The West Vancouver project 
will consist of 16 bachelor apart­
ment units to rent at $18 a month 
o tenants with incomes of up to 
$1,296.
’Ibe announcement said the pro- 
ect is being undertaken by the 
West Vancouver Senior Citizens 
Housing Society, sponsored by 
the community’s Kiwanis Club. 
The society has received a pro­
vincial grant of $25,000 and a 
municipal grant is anticipated 
amounting to the taxes.
VANCOUVER (CP)—Ed O’Con­
nor, general secretary of the 
12,000-member B.C. Government 
Employees’ Association, accused 
Premier Bennett and his cabinet 
Friday of bad faith in their dis­
cussions on collective bargaining 
for .government employees.
“It is apparent to us,’’ he said 
in an interview, “that the govern­
ment has no more' intention of 
granting -us proper trade union 
rights now than they hdd before 
last s u m m e r ’ s threatened 
strike.”
H is, remarks followed govern­
ment submissions that changing 
the Civil Service Act to permit 
all seven demands of the civil 
servants would be imconstitu- 
tional. ,
“Attorney - General Bonner’s 
view is that any changes which 
take place can do so under exist­
ing regulations. But that would 
hot I be of much u$e to us. We 
could have agreements nullified 
by order-in-council. That has hap­
pened to us before.”
SAME AS OTHERS 
He" said his association wants 
bargaining rights enjoyed by 
other workers in industry.
He said his executive is hold 
Ing an emergency meeting Mon- 
dayk It would then be decided, he 
-thought, that Chief Justice Gor­
don Sloan wpuld be asked to hold 
public hearings on the constitu­
tion issue.
Mr. O’Connor said tltc govern­
ment did not want civil servants 
to negotiate written contracts to 
protect them on broad agree­
ment^ reached in arbitration pro­
cedures dealing with possible 
disputes.
Saskatchewan
5% due-1977 101% —
Ontario Hydro
5% due 1965 101% 102%
Ontario Hydro
57o'due 1977 104% 104%
Ontario
S<;i due 1964 101% 102.00
Ontario.
5% due 1975 104% 104%
Corporations 
Abitibi
4%<7c due 1966 96.00 —
B.A. OU
5V4% due 1977 '101.00 —
B.C. Electric
5%% due 1977 102% lOSV*
Home Oil
5% due 1971 112.00 115.00
Woodward’s
5% due 1977 105.00 —
Inland N t Gas
5%% due 1977 108.00 —
Loblaw
6% due 1977 112.00 —
Westcoast ’Tr, ”C’’
5%% due 1988 ‘ 107% 108%
Kelly Douglas
6% due 1977 , 101% 103.00
. j  j  , I MONTREAL — A career
ing and dancing, a bottle of im- marked by distinction in the 
ported champagne and generous fields of joumaUsm, public rela- 
tips for taxi drivers and other tions, mUitary and public serv-
comes to a close at the end 
There wUl be many who wiU of the year when G. Herbert 
stay at home and ignore the Lash retires as assistant to the 
whole thing and feel better in president, Canadian National 
body and pocketbook the next Railways 
day. For them the CBC has Next month, officers of the rail 
scheduled an hour-long variety way and former associates in the 
show on television starting at newspaper and public relations 
11:30 p.m. ' . field wrU honor him at separate
$50 PEr  COUPLE functions in Montreal to mark
’The most expensive spot In the occasion.
Canada isL e  Cabaret, a French A native of St. John’s, New- 
restaurant in Toronto which set foundland. Herb Lash is widely 
its tab at $50 a couple. For that known for his intimalta Imowlerge 
price the customers get a five- of Canadian affairs and by his 
course dinner featuring Chateau-1 personal contacts. from coast to 
briand steaks or chicken with 
champagne sauce, > after-dinner 
liquers, a floor show, dancing 
and pa^y favors. Drinks are ex­
tra
Many Canadians are willing to 
pay for a night on the town.
Baby-sitters • have been booked 
for New Year’s Eve from as far 
back as August and there are 
stiU customers hoping for last- 
minute cancellations. Prices av­
erage about $1 an hour before 





The O.K. Social Credit Group 
will have their New Year’s Eve 
party at the Women’s Institute 
Hall on December 31 at 8 p.m. 
Cards, games and dancing are on 
the program.
Refreshments will be pot luck, 




VANCOUVER -  Dr. J . Gordon 
Hunter of Winnipeg has been 
appointed seWor medical officer, 
Canadian National Railways, BC 
district with headquarters In 
Vancouver. Dn Hunter, whose 
appointment is effective on Jan 
uary 1, succeeds Dr. R. O. Yoer 
gcr who la retiring.
Born in Manitoba: Dr. Hunter 
gradjbiatcd; In medicine from the 
University ofyM anlti^  in 1942 
and received hia Tlcentlato from 
the Medical Council of , Canada 
the sanac year. Following grad- 
uate training at the Winnipeg 
General and Children’s Hospitals, 
he served With thC' RCAMC in 
Canada, England. oi\d northavst 
Europe from, 1943\to 1946,
On his return from war aerv- 
Ice he spent n yqnr studying In 
ternal medicine a t Deer Lod; 
hospital. Winnipeg. In 1047 I 
Joined the staff of the Winnipeg 
municipal hospitals and upon 
leaving these hospitals , in 1952, 
ho returned to  Deer Lodge hos­
pital for further studies in in­
ternal; medicine. Ho Joined the 
CNR in October 1952 as a medl 
cal officer a t Winnipeg.
In 1984 Dr. Hunter was certi 
f l e d as • a specialist in interna 
medicine hy  the Royal Collego of 
Physicians and Surgeons of Can 
ada. ' I '
Stores were swamped Friday 
as the ^gift exchange rush began.
The situation was paraphrased 
by one merchant.
“Whoosh!” , fie said. Which 
can be interpreted to mean it 
whs a pretty hectic day,
A men’s wear dealer explained 
thht he rather onjoyed the whole 
business, prsumably because it 
helped disperse the post-Chrlst- 
mas doldrums. He added that it 
was fun seeing the customers 
disappointment vanish when he 
was shown a similar item in the 
correct size.
MOSTLY SHIRTS 




AMARILLO, Tex. (AP) -  A 
home-made bomb exploded with 
a blinding flash in a crowded 
theatre, sending scores of ph.iic- 
stricken teen-agers flee'"g into 
the lobby ' of the smokc-flUed 
building. ,
, Fftur youths suffered minor 
jurns and cuts. The blast hurled 
one youth out of his scat, 
THROWER ESCAPES
The lower floor of the theatre 
was filled to near, capaclt 
mostly with teen-agers and chL 
dren watching a  Walt Disney 
movie. , ,
Detectives Uibught the bomb 
was made from firecrackers, Of­
ficers found peUets rcscnibUng 
gunshot where the bomb appar­
ently landed. Whoever Uircw It 
apparently escaped unseen.
SPRINGHILL, N. S. (C P )- 
midnight with a four-hour mini-1 Mayor Frank 'Sobey of Stellar- 
mum and transportation pro-ton, N.S., representing A. V. Roe 
vided by the customer. Canada Limited, will confer with
Halifax clubs will admit a]Mayor Ralph Gilroy here today 
couple for $16 but the evening to determine what aid the corn- 
can be more expensive for those pany can offer Springhill in its 
who buy liquor. Nearly all estab- struggle to recover from a dls- 
lishments, have capacity book- “strous $1,000,000 fire w h i c h  
ings. New Brunswick, which swept through the business sec- 
hasn’t cocktail lounges or tav-tion Friday, 
erns, lists a $6 ceiling for dinner Smoke was still rising Sunday 
and dancing. Many folk, how-from smouldering piles of coal in 
ever, rent hotel rooms where the basements of several of the 
liquor may be consumed. House burned-out buildings. Hundreds of 
parties and midnight movies are curious motorists stopped to view 
popular. the wreckage. Insurance adjust-
Ontario cities report a heavy ers roamed through the debris 
run on New Year’s Eve book- assessing damage. Businessmen 
ings. Toronto’s Royal York, Lord and civic officials said their orig- 
Simeoe, King Edward-Sheraton inal estin\ate of $1,000000 will 
and Park Plaza hotels are hang- probably remain unchanged, 
ing out “filled up” signs and HALF TO REOPEN 
spots in London, Hamilton and| Meanwhile, at least half the af­
fected businessmen in this town 
of 7,000 made plans to set up at 
new locations. Some will move 
into stores vacated in the decline 
which followed the explosion at 
Cumberland Railwa.v and Coal 
Company’s No. 4 colliery here in 
November, 1956 when 39 miners 
died and the No. 4 mine was 
mischiefm^ker. Shirts, he said, I closed. The mine Is a Roe sub- 
were th? most exchanged item, sldiary.
followed closely by sweaters and Charles J. Allbon, editor anc 
socks. The Christmas tie, nd publisher of the weekly Spring- 
matter how shamelessly bold, hill Record, said he has accepted 
seldom returns to the store. an bffer to use facilities of the
Men got their ears boxed by a Amherst Daily News,* 16 niiles 
spokesman for a ladies ai?parel away, 
shop, ‘"They just guess” , she Hjirty-fitre persons were left 
said dlspalriagly . . . and added homeless by the fire. They lived 
sortie sound'advice. “Next year. In apartments above the stores 
ask them what size they take 1” and in four dwellings that fell be- 
But things got back to normal fore the gale - driven flames 
lay .
coast. Moving to Galt. Ont., early 
in life, he was educated at the 
Collegiate Institute there before 
graduating from St. Androw’s 
College, Toronto.
His jourrtalistic career starte<| . { 
with the old Mall and Empire, 
Toronto, in 1912, and was inter­
rupted shortly after the outbreak 
of war when he enlisted with 
the Princess Pats and went ovcp 
seas as a private in 1915. Com­
missioned in the field, where 
he Was wounded in 1916, Mr. Lash 
won the Military Cross and bar 
and was mentioned in despat­
ches.
At war’s • end he resumed his 
newspaper career on the Mail 
and Empire sports staff and had 
become managing editor of the 
Sunday World by the time he 
joined the CNR as publicity rep­
resentative in 1923 at Montreal. 
’Three years later he moved to 
Winnipeg in-a similar capacity 
and then became press represen­
tative, New York. He returned 
to Montreal as assistant director 
of publicity in 1938 and was ap­
pointed to head the CNR’s publla 
relations department in 1950. 
Three years ago he became as­
sistant to the president.
In World War II, Mr. Lash 
served in Ottawa as executive 
assistant to the censorship co­
ordinating committee and in 1940 
became director of publjc infor­
mation for Canada to  organize 
and develop this branch of file 
coqtry’s war effort. He also 
handled press arrangements for 
the royal tour of 1939.
Gift Exchanging Day Becomes 
One Of Busiest In Store Year
Little G irl Proud 
Owner O f to y  Piano
Cheryl Steinhouer, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Steinhouer, 
2599 Pendozi Street, Is the proud 
owner of a toy piano.
The little girl’s name was 
drawn at the Kelowna Hoihe Fair 
by Frank Fischer. For the past 
few weeks there has been an 
open- invitation to submit a 
child’s name for the miniature 




D R Y  c l e a n i n g  
L A U N D E R IN G  
D R IV E -IN
1 0 4 5  Ellis
have a whole year to build up 
strength. And they’ll need it. 
Gift exchanging day in' Kelowna 
is becoming one of the busiest. ---- ^ ^
M l SEATS 85 CENTS
' -  iM t  m ciOTKO
‘ and Wc8tl«B*i ,
PARAMOUNT
PHONE
BUY BOOK TICKETS A N D  SAVE '
’" Is S T
New Year*a Day Matinee 2 p.m. — Not ContInuoDi
Twice Nightly ~  7t00 and 9:05 p.m,
' • ' ( '____ ' ' ' '
Coming Tbunday ^  *'Operotlon Mad Boll**
,piiM ' . ;  , ' ' '
ADDED ATTRACTI9 N ’ ^
"THE SCEPTRE AND THE MACE"
Tlw lK||d(ton*a VlsU In GlOiloiis Color
n e w  Y E A l« i E V E  lillD N IG IIT  EROL1C
Goad Priiea and Fktnre Precram
m i E  A D M IR A B L E  C R IG IIT O N ’*
Doora Open JLSO. Ticketii Now wi Bale at 
W. R. TVench Ltd,, WiUito*'raylor Drug# and Paramount
A il ShaCi 85̂ 1 Inclodipg T a t
1 ‘V' n \ ' t '1 1' *
I ' s ' ^
